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SUMMARY

About 19% of the fatal crashes in Australia involve a rollover. In addition, these types of crashes

have been identified as the major contributor to serious spinal injuries resulting in varying degrees of
long term paralysis and disability.

The aim of the project was to investigate the correlation between vehicle design and the nature and

severity of occupant injuries in rollover crashes. The project involved a major literature review,

including a re-appraisal of fmdings from other researchers; and the detailed investigation of 43
crashes ranging in severity from non injury to fatal, including cases of spinal injury involving
paralysis.

The main conclusions from the literature review are:

• Rollovers are recognised as serious accidents, with estimates of incidence variable, depending on

crash classification and severity of injury, but are in the range 3% to 12% of serious injury accidents
in general. Rollovers are largely single-vehicle accidents and occur predominantly at high speed, on
rural roads and at night. Severe injuries are particularly associated with ejection, although this may
be less significant in Australia, because of the high belt-wearing rate.

• In restrained occupants, injuries occur, in descending order, to head, upper limbs, chest, lower
limbs and neck, but; for AIS3+, head and chest predominate

• Rollover fatality rates vary significantly for different vehicle types (and makes), from a low
value for a 'large cars' to over six times this rate for 'utilities". This reflects partially the propensity
to rollover, a function of 'Vehicle Stability Factor'.

• At the start of most rollovers, the vehicle has a significant lateral velocity. The occupants become
displaced from their seats and move towards and may impact the roof and may impose high loads on
glazing and doors.

• The main factors related to injury severity- the rollover event, ejection and vehicle speed - are
interrelated, but each makes an independent contribution. Analysis is impeded by the lack of a
measure of accident severity applicable to rollover.

• From experimental rollovers (though open to criticism), dummy neck loads were significantly
lower in cars with strengthened roofs, than in cars with standard roofs.

• Experimental rollovers used standard dummies developed for frontal impacts, which may be
inappropriate for rollovers, suggesting the need for a 'rollover dummy'.

• In mass data and other crash collections, the weight of evidence is in agreement with a
relationship between roof crush and occupant injury. There is a convincing relationship between
rollover and spinal cord injury. Finally, there is strong evidence of a connection between local roof
crush and spinal cord injury.

• Experience from road and track racing indicates that rollcages have been highly effective in
injury prevention in severe rollovers.

The main conclusions from the crash investigations are:

• Ejection is a significant factor in fatal cases. Of the 13 fatalities, ejection occurred in
approximately 50% of the cases (seat belts not worn), with the vehicle rolling on the ejected occupant
in over half of these cases. Lack of roof integrity on certain vehicle models (particularly 4 WDs) can
result in partial or full ejection of the occupants.
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• Current seatbelt designs are only partially effective in rollover crashes, providing little restraint

against partial ejection and head excursion outside the vehicle and the risk of head injuries from
contact with the road or being crushed between the vehicle structure and road surface.

• Some seatbelt buckle designs may be deficient and un latch during the rollover.

• Nearly all roof structures and framing are unpadded and contribute to occupant head injuries,
including scalp lacerations, skull fractures and brain injury.

• Severe spinal injuries can arise from two main vehicle design related factors: The first is simply
mechanistic, arising from vertical and lateral roof intrusion. The vertical space left for the occupant

can be significantly less the normal sitting height, thereby resulting in high bending and compression
loads on the spine. The second mechanism relates to impact loading of the head with the ledge

formed by the underside of the roof and door frame, with consequent head and spinal injuries.

• Rollover severity is reflected by roof crush combined with general levels of vehicle structure

deformation. Roof crush alone may simply reflect roof strength and design.

• Severe injuries (to non-ejected occupants) only appeared to occur to occupants seated on that
side of the vehicle where significant roof contact with the ground/road occurred, or where there was

significant roof crush. Roof crush is only really relevant when it occurs near the particular occupant's
seating position.

• The actual injuries received by occupants in a rollover, are also partially dependent on "luck"
e.g the exact position of the occupant's body as the vehicle rolls.

Recommendations

The following vehicle design changes are recommended to reduce both the risk and severity of
serious injuries arising in rollover crashes.

(i) Maintain side window integrity (by plastic glazing) to prevent head excursions outside the
vehicle.

(ii) Increase roof framing and A and B pillar strength, for axial loading and side-sway loading, and
require a minimum standard for roof integrity.

(iii) Provide interior energy absorbing padding to head contact surfaces - the roof itself and the
framing above the door.

(iv) Modify the design of door/roof framing to reduce risk of occupants head being able to 'lock in'
against this framing and hence result in excessive spinal loading.

(v) Improve the performance of seat belts to reduce vertical movements of occupants in rollovers.

(vi) Improve door integrity and add energy absorbing side padding.

Additional Research

Additional experimental and analysis work is required to clarifying occupant kinematics in rollovers
and resultant head and spinal loads. Projects include vehicle drop tests, computer simulation and
modelling, and investigation of restraint system performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

About 19% of the fatal crashes in Australia involve rollover. In addition, this type

of crash has been identified as the major contributor to serious spinal injuries
resulting in varying degrees of long term paralysis and disability (Wigglesworth,
1991). These types of injuries, though less frequent than many other road injuries,
are particularly severe and represent a considerable long term cost to the patient and
the community.

Crashes involving the rollover of the vehicle, are arguably, the most complex
collision type in terms of vehicle motion, occupant kinematics, contacts within the
vehicle's interior and possible contacts with the road or ground surface. For this
reason there has been considerable controversy regarding injury mechanism in

rollover crashes, and in particular the role of roof crush as a major contributing
factor to injuries.

Although the Australian Design Rules for motor vehicles have provisions dealing
with, to varying degrees, minimum crashworthiness requirements for frontal, side
and rear impacts, there are few requirements for injury mitigation measures relating
to rOllover crashes. The main measures for injury prevention relate to reducing the
risk of ejection: seat belts; and minimum requirements for side door lock load
capacity to reduce the likelihood of a door opening during a crash.

This study was initiated to identify those aspects of passenger vehicle design which
contribute to the severity of injury, and to identify changes to vehicle design which
could help protect occupants in rollover crashes. The results of this study will be
used to help formulate proposals for changes to the ADRs in regard to roof strength
and internal padding, and other factors identified in the study.

The study has involved two major stages. The first comprised a comprehensive
literature review providing an overview of international research relating to rollover
crashes and included a critical review of papers regarding the role or otherwise of
roof crush in injuries. The second major part of the project involved the detailed
investigation of 43 crashes in which rollover of the vehicle was involved. The
crashes covered the full range of severity from non-injury to fatal. A particular
focus of the study was the examination of seat belt effectiveness in rollover crashes,
with the study excluding most fatal cases where the occupant was found ejected
(typically seat belt not worn).

The study is the third phase of VicRoads program relating to rollover crash
investigations, and follows on from investigation of a fatal crash in 1989 in which
significant roof crush was the clearly evident as the major contributing factor to the
occupant's fatal spinal injuries (Rechnitzer, 1990) and the series of vehicle roof
crush tests (to FMVSS 216) carried out by Professor N.W Murray at the Monash
University Department of Civil Engineering (Murray, 1990, 1991).
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW-

AN OVERVIEW OF ROLLOVER CRASHES

2.1 INCIDENCE OF ROLL OVER CRASHES

Estimates of the proportion of accidents that include overturning vary considerably.

This may be due to the overturning motion being sometimes the only event and

sometimes preceded or succeeded by other events such as collision with another

vehicle or a fixed object or due to varying choice of data set. In addition, some crash
classifications omit rollover as a category. States and Sweetland (1969) studied 243
highway accidents (resulting in hospital admissions) among which were 22
rollovers (9%). In 20 rollovers, 15 cars came to rest off the roadway and were not
reportable as rollovers.

A low estimate (LeFevre & Rasmussen, 1991) is 3.9% (3.4% single vehicle and
0.9% multi-vehicle; 3% off road, 4% on road), but this is derived from a D.S. file
that includes tow-away accidents without occupant injury. Other estimates are:

• 5%, fatalities, Japan (Sakurai et aI, 1991).

• 12%, all crashes, Europe (Mackay et aI, 1991),

• 12.6%, a large series of from Texas, Maryland and Washington
(Mengert et aI, 1989),

• 10%, (cost >= 25,000 SEK), Sweden (Planath et aI, 1993),

• 19%, fatalities, Australia (FORS Fatality File, 1988),

• 22%, rural single vehicle crashes, Victoria (Armour et aI, 1989),

• 27%, rural single vehicle crashes on 110/110 km/h roads (Armour et aI,
1989),

• 37.5%, rural with ambulance called, South Australia, (Ryan et aI1988).

Rollovers constituted not less than 22%, and 27% of all rural crashes on road with

100 or 110 km/h speed limit. In a study of rural crashes in South Australia to which
an ambulance had been called there were 18 rollovers in 48 car crashes, 37.5%

(Ryan et aI, 1988).

In Victoria, 5.7 % of casualty accidents to cars are rollovers (1975 and later "cars",
where cars include taxis, station wagons, utilities and panel vans, involved in 1987
1990 accidents). The corresponding proportion of casualties (fatal and admitted to
hospital) is 11% of total casualties. For trucks, the proportion of casualties due to
rollover is 18.2%.
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It is generally agreed that rollovers are especially injurious accidents. Strother et al
(1984) give rollovers as 2.5% of "all" accidents, 12% for AIS >= 3 and 20% for
fatals.

The Australian Fatality File for 1988 (crashes in which at least one occupant was
killed) reveals the variation between land classifications (urban/rural) and between
States (Table 2.1). The high rollover rates in rural Northern Territory and Western
Australia are noteworthy.

TasN.S.WVieQldS.A.A.C.T.W.A.N.T.

urban

11.88.38.613.99.523.312.321.4

rural

20.424.426.832.938.940.044.253.7

Table 2.1 Rollover rates (%) by State and land use.
(Source: FORS Fatality File (1988) Australia)

2.2 PROPENSITY TO ROLLOVER

Investigation of the rollover process was first undertaken as early as 1959

(Shoemaker) and has been intermittently studied since. Garrett (1968) and Garrett
and Stem (1968) reported that rollovers were more common among small cars than
large cars and injury was more common in small car rollover accidents.
Volkswagens were involved in rollover accidents without collisions twice as
frequently as Corvairs and four times as frequently as large American cars. The
rollover frequency was inversely related to vehicle "tread" and weight.

From an analysis of a sample of 249 rollovers by solid top cars, Huelke et al (1972)
identified the following as characterising rollovers: rural>urban; curve>tangent;
single>multiple vehicles; smaller cars; higher travel speed, young drivers « 21
years), impaired drivers and a tripping mechanism initiating the roll.

Reinfurt, Stutts and Hamilton (1984) compared the single vehicle rollover rates (per
10,000 registered vehicles) of various model 'utility vehicles' with those of pickup
trucks and passenger cars (Figure 2.1). This comparison shows that utility vehicles
had much higher rollover rates than the comparison vehicles, as noted earlier by
Snyder et al (1980).

The percentage of crash involved vehicles, in single vehicle crashes, that rolled over
is a measure less dependent on amount and type of annual mileage. The rates for
utility vehicles ranged from 31.8% to 49.7% compared with an average of 24.5%
for pickups and 16% for cars.
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Figure 2.1 Single vehicle rollover rates (per 10,000 registered vehicles) for
various utility vehicle models, compared with all utility vehicles, half-ton
pickup trucks and passenger cars. (after Reinfurt, Stutts and Hamilton)

More intensive research has been undertaken in recent years. Since most rollovers
are single vehicle accidents, considerable investigation has been directed towards
vehicle factors related to risk of overturning. Cohen et al (1989) found that rollovers
accounted for 16% of serious and fatal casualties in cars, but 42 % of similar

casualties in light trucks. Over-representation of particular classes of car or vehicle
types (Fig 2.2) directs attention to vehicle characteristics such as dimensions.

Vehicle Type

Rollover Fatalities/Million Registered Vehicles

Fatalities per Million Registered Vehicles,
veraged from 1985 through 1990.

Figure 2.2 Relative rollover fatality rate by vehicle type.

Source: Hinch (1992).
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The following variables have been studied: track (width), wheelbase, mass, the ratio

of half track to centre of gravity height and roll moment of inertia. The first four are

highly inter-correlated. As early as 1968 Garrett defined a rollover factor as the ratio
of rollovers to all other single vehicle crashes.

lones (1974) analysed the rollover rates (proportion overturning in single vehicle
accidents) for 19 models in Britain using 1969-1970 data. He calculated the
"minimum velocity for overturning" (when the vehicle slides laterally into a kerb)
for several variables. He found that this minimum velocity predicted the rollover

rate better than the ratio of centre of gravity height to track. (The minimum velocity
for overturing is similar to the critical sliding velocity, but the latter does not require

a kerb for initiating the tripping motion.)

Mengert et al (1989) analysed more than 39,000 accidents and, by logistic

regression, showed that the Vehicle Safety Factor (VSF = track/2eG height)

predicted rollover propensity best, but including wheelbase improved the prediction
by a small amount. The wheelbase factor is thought to be related to the poorer

directional stability of shorter cars and hence to their greater propensity for entering

a potential rollover situation.

What appears to be the final word on propensity of individual vehicle types to overturn is
provided by Klein (1994), who repeated the type of analysis used by Mengert, but made
use of logistic regression. The data came from the (US) National Accident Sampling
System (NASS) for five states over several years in the late 1980's. Tilt Table Ratio was
found to be the best predictor of rollover propensity. The vehicle classes Sport, Utility,

Van and Pickup were significantly more likely to rollover than passenger cars, the
reference class. Front wheel drive vehicles were significantly more likely to roll than rear
wheel vehicles and four wheel drive vehicles more likely to roll then rear wheel drive
vehicles. These results are independent of variables such as driver age, type of road and
alcohol use.

Partyka and Boehly (1989) showed that the rollover fatality rate (per 100,000 vehicle
years) = 8.01 - 0.00123 car weight (lb). According to Kahane (1991) much of this effect is
due to rollover propensity. The ratio of fatal rollovers to fatal frontal impacts with fixed
object, increased during the 1970s in USA, particularly since 1975 due, it was thought, to
the importation of smaller cars and the "downsizing" of US-built cars beginning in 1975.
The effect is separate from the better crashworthiness associated with larger cars. The net
effect of size reduction in the car fleet was calculated to be about 1340 extra rollover
fatalities per year in USA.

A number of authors have noted the generally higher speed of rollover crashes compared
with other crash modes. As noted above, Mengert et al identified VSF as a main factor in
predicting rollover rate; the other main factor was the urban or rural location of the crash.

Further consideration of vehicle factors (including the suspension), problems of reliability
in locating the centre of gravity, simulation models and comparison of the several roll
stability metrics is given in "Vehicle dynamics and rollover propensity research", 1992.
Definitions of the metrics are set out in "Rollover prevention and roof crush", 1992. The
measures which would be practically useable for specifications are the Tilt Table Angle
and Tilt Table Ratio (ITR is tan ITA), see Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 Tilt Table Angle and Tilt Table Ratio.

VSF= t/2h
a is lilt Table Angle

tan a Is lilt Table Ratio

The "angle" refers to the angle of the tilt table at which both wheels on the high side
begin to lift.

2.3 THE MECHANISM OF ROLLOVER

Rollover tests have mostly employed launch of the test vehicle from a dolly car or
inclined ramp. In most rollover crashes, the roll is initiated by one of several
tripping mechanisms: impact of the wheels with the kerb or some low obstacle,
sideslip through soil or sod sometimes aggravated by an embankment or side slope,
airborne travel followed by wheel and tyre impact with pavement or soil or simply
friction between tyre/wheel and pavement in skidding motion after a violent yaw
manoeuvre. The vehicle must have a component of lateral velocity for this
mechanism to operate. The rate of roll developed is a function of this lateral
velocity, but is relatively independent of car size (Digges & Klisch, 1991).
According to Strother (1984), in 85% of rollovers there are less than two turns. In
Mackay's urban series, 80% did not exceed one turn and only 6% exceeded two.

Cooperrider et al (1990) describe mathematical models for rollovers which agree
with experimental results. Comparative tests on trip mechanisms (dolly, kerb, soil)
showed that short term lateral accelerations were: 12.4g for the kerb, 1.6g for soil
and 1.3g for the dolly. These may result in occupant motions or collision with the
vehicle interior or ejection. The kerb and soil tests gave peak angular velocities
(260-300 degrees/s) lower than the dolly cart (460 degrees/s), which also produced
much greater cumulative roll angle (ie turns) than the other mechanisms.

In simulations described by Digges and Klisch (1991), based on models validated
by a test rollover, roll rate is strongly related to the vehicle's lateral velocity at the
time of rollover initiation. Roof crush and roll velocity loss are, however, largely
independent of lateral velocity. Vehicle damage is mostly influenced by vertical
velocity, not roll rate or lateral velocity.

The acceleration induced by the tripping motion itself may be sufficient to eject
unbelted occupants before rollover (Habberstad, 1986).
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Digges and Klisch point out that at roll rates of two rev/s, occupant forces on the
door and window can exceed 1000lb (4.5 kN), sufficient to cause glass breakage,

and at somewhat higher roll rates the force can exceed 2500 lb (10.7 kN) - which is
greater than the value of the door latch strength for transverse loading (8.89kN)
called for by Australian Design Rule 2 (ADR 2).

2.4 INJURIES

Given the complexity of the rollover event, it is perhaps surprising that a pattern of

injuries could be described. The distribution of injury severity is shown in Table 2.2
Huelke and Compton (1983) found that the frequency of the more serious injuries in

non-ejectees were similar to those sustained by occupants in crashes generally. This

(and other accounts) refer to mostly unrestrained occupants: injuries were seventeen
times more frequent in ejectees than in those remaining in the car. Later, Huelke et

al (1985) found that half the more serious injuries (AIS ~ 3) of ejectees occurred
within the car, rather than after ejection.

Table 2.2 Percentage distribution of injury severity.

RolloversRolloversAll vehicles

AIS

EjectedNot Ejected
0

0.019.523.9

1

21.151.146.6

2

7.913.811.9

3

14.56.06.0

4

2.61.12.0

5

5.31.81.7

6

48.7 6.87.9

Source: Huelke et al (1972). This AIS scale is referred to as the American Medical
Association Abbreviated Injury Scale.

Injury severity by body location is shown in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3 Injury site and severity in urban rollovers.

MAIS 123456all% for body region

Body region head
95371211415321

neck
5183013667

chest
4110106627524

abdomen
14213702711

u/limbs
952860001296

l/limbs
78111100010011

374

96430189550

Source: Mackay et a11991. The AIS scale is 1985. MAIS is the highest AIS of any
body region.

Digges et al (1991) analysed the data from the 1985-86 NASS file with respect to
the derived variable, Harm. Harm is the weighted sum of fatal outcomes and
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survived injuries, the weights being scaled in accordance with the economic and

other costs of injuries. Property damage and "pain and suffering" were excluded.

Ejection accounts for 60% of the Harm in rollovers compared with 20% in "planer

accidents". Table 2.4 shows the relative Harm per occupant versus selected rollover

parameters. The effect of travelling speed is notable. Vehicle rotation in pitch versus
roll increases Harm more than two and a half times; Harm increases also with the
number of quarter-turns.

Table 2.4 Occupant exposure and Harm distribution in rollovers

Factor
Occupants %Harm %Relative harm

per occupantTravel speed mph 0-40
26.211.50.44

40-60
60.250.60.84

>60
13.627.92.79

No. of vehicles single

86.684.50.90
multi

13.415.51.10

Ejection no

89.938.10.40

yes

10.161.96.10

Rotation axis roll
97.193.10.90

pitch

2.9 6.82.40

No. quarter turns one

18.112.40.69
2or3

48.735.70.73
4 or more

33.251.91.56

Source: Digges et al (1991),1985-86 NASS data

Figure 2.4 shows the Harm contributed by the steering wheel, the interior top and
sides of the car. The contribution of the "top" is the same for restrained as for
unrestrained occupants. Specific injuries will be considered after occupant
kinematics.

Figure 2.4 Harm by body region and injury source. (Digges et al)
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In a later study, using NASS data for 1988-91, Digges, Malliaris and DeBlois
(1994) found that ground and vehicle exterior contact account for 35% of Harm,
confirming the serious consequence of complete or partial ejection. Significant
portions of the Harm were associated with headlbrain and spinal injuries, are from
contacts with the roof and upper interior structure. The Harm percentages for roof
and rail-header contacts are about twice as high for the restrained as for the
unrestrained.

Ejection through closed glazing is the most frequent path for both restrained and
unrestrained occupants in rollover crashes. In pickup truck crashes, 25% of ejections
are from the bed of the truck.

2.5 ROOF CRUSH

The relationship of roof crush to injury is contentious. Huelke et al (1972), in their
study of 249 rollovers, noted a weak but consistent association between roof crush
and injury in non-ejectees, but less in lap-belted occupants. The injuries were not
serious, the average being AIS 1.7. "It is only when the roof is crushed down more
than two feet thereby obliterating the compartment space ... does the average injury
level approach the serious category". These authors regarded roof crush as an
indicator of accident severity. This rather simplistic approach to severity ignores
other possible factors, as noted below.

It is surprising that roof crush per se has been so readily taken as a reliable indicator
of rollover crash severity. Roof crush is essentially a function of the vertical
velocity component at impact, not lateral velocity (although the structural response
of the roof structure is of course a function of the total loading regime). Roof crush
is also a function of roof strength, vehicle mass (and point of impact), which varies
from car to car. Thus for two different vehicles having the same level of roof crush,
little can be said a priori about (vertical) impact severity, without first accounting
for the relative roof strengths and vehicle mass. Where the roof crush is over
different parts of the roof structure then comparisons become even less reliable.
Table 2.4 indicates that measures of rollover severity would include factors such as
travel speed, rotation axis, and number of 1/4 turns.

The 1977-79 data, for "pure" rollovers analysed by Huelke and Compton (1983)
show a relationship between roof crush and injury severity (contrary to the authors'
conclusion), but since roof crush is also used by the authors as a measure of crash
severity, these authors appear to have ascribed increased injury level entirely to
crash severity.
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Roof crush zone AIS0-1AIS2-6AISAll% AIS 2-6
1+2

1876193 3
3

967108107510
4

2433627913
5

1382816628
6+7

41145413
1576

1911767

Table 2.5 Injury and roof crush

Source: Huelke and Compton (J983). Non-ejected occupants. The frequencies have
been reconstructed from the percentages in the authors' Table 3. Roof crush zone
according to SAE classification (J980).

Table 2.5 appears to indicate a pronounced relationship between roof crush and

injury~eVerity. The relation cannot readily be tested for significance (a chi-squared
calcul tion yields a value of 52, p < .001) because the "frequencies" are derived by
multip ying the original frequencies by the reciprocal of the sampling ratio.

Fan an~ Jettner (1982) cite McGuigan and Bondy (1981) as showing, from NASSdata, ~.J significant association between occupant injury and roof crush, a view

dispute~ by Strother et al (1984). Head to roof contacts accounted for 3% of totaloccupant fatalities, mostly in rollovers. Fan and Jettner raise, additionally, the
I

matter of occupant entrapment post-crash as a consequence of roof crush.

\

From a survey of 158 urban rollovers (Mackay et aI, 1991), roof crush was

ascertaired in 85 vehicles (Table 2.6). There were 11.8% casualties with MAIS 3-6

associa~ed with 10-150 mm of roof crush and 26.4 % MAIS 3-6 with more than 150
mm of ~oof crush. The chi-square value for this table is given as 2.36 (p is just over
0.1). Fr?m this the authors conclude "that roof intrusion and injury severity are not

causall)'! related". This value of p, taking account of the modest total of cases, is,howevet, suggestive of a real relationship. If the number of cases were doubled (to
170) with the various proportions held constant, p would be between .05 and .02,

and the \relationship held to be significant. These observations are, therefore, not

dismissire of a relationship between roof crush and injury severity.Table 2i6 Roof crush versus injury severity.
MAIS

1-2
3-5All%3-6

Roof i1ntrusion 10-

150 mm 4565111.8

1',Omm+

2583428.2

70

1585

Source Mackay et al , 1991
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2.6 SPINAL CORD INJURY

Although cases of spinal cord injury (SCI) are not numerous (rates for Australia are
'"

between 20 and 27.6 per million people) they are very costly to the individual and
to society. Between 41% and 50% are attributable to motor vehicle accidents.

Kraus et al (1982) investigated fatal and non-fatal SCI cases from the years 1970
and 1971 in 18 Northern Californian counties (population 5.8 m). Of the total of
619, 44% came from on road vehicle crashes, and 57% of these (191) were car
occupants. Rollovers were 3.2 times more likely to produce SCI than expected from
all kinds of road crashes.

Yoganandan et al (1989) also noted an association of cervical SCI with rollovers.
The NASS data studied (the casualties were survivors with ejectees excluded)
showed that rollovers "are associated with the highest spine incidence rates at the
AIS2 and AIS3+ levels (Table 2.7).

Table 2.7 Rollovers and spinal cord injuries

Injury counts per 1000exposures
cervical

thoraco-Iumbar
AIS

123+ 123+
Frontal

621.71.4261.71.0
Side

631.61.8411.80.38
Rear

2702.00.65931.30.34
Rollover

828.97.3100132.9

Source: Yoganandan et a11989. Ejectees excluded.

Cushman et al (1991) compared 30 car "drivers" who had SCI with 30 matched
controls who had other injuries. There were seven rollovers in each group. The
authors concluded that SCI cases were not more frequently involved in rollovers.
The SCI group included four motorcyclists and one snowmobile rider and it is
difficult to associate the concept of rollover with a motorcyclist involved in a crash.

There were no motorcyclists among the controls. Assuming there were also no
snowmobilists among the controls, 23 SCI drivers had seven rollovers (30%) and 30
controls had seven rollovers (23%), but, with the small sample size, the difference is
not significant. Similarly the SCI cases contained more ejections (28%) than the
controls (13%). This difference, too, (contrary to the authors' view) is non
significant.

A retrospective investigation of 93 (surviving) SCI cases from vehicle accidents
admitted, in 1987, to spinal units in Victoria, New South Wales and Western
Australia is described by Wigglesworth (1991) who was able to match 67
individuals with police records of the crashes. Forty-four were vehicle occupants
(18 were motorcyclists!). Where belt-use could be ascertained, the wearing rate was
23/30, 77%.
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Of the 44 cases, no less than 38 occurred as the result of rollover. Thirty-two of
these 38 rollovers were in rural locations (84%). The relative risk of survived SCI

per 1000 hospital admissions was 3.1 for vehicle occupants and 6.1 for
motorcyclists. These are underestimates, as not all the SCI cases were traceable.

Records from a state-wide registry of Spinal Cord Injury, for 1989-91, were

analysed by Thurman et al (1993). Of 224 cases of SCI, 110 (49%) came from
motor vehicle accidents and, of the 110, 54 (49%) came from automobiles. Sixty
eight percent of the car and truck accidents were single vehicle accidents and 70%
were rollovers. Of SCI occupants in car or truck accidents, at least 66% were

unbelted and 38% were ejected. The proportion of occupant SCIs associated with

rollover (70%) was much higher than the proportion of other types of injury

associated with rollovers. The authors comment that belts are effective in preventing
ejection-associated SCI but less effective in preventing rollover-associated SCI in
the absence of ejection.

Toscano (1986) studied the origins of cases of SCI admitted to the single Spinal
Injuries Unit which serves the entire State of Victoria. The cases were a consecutive

series which met these criteria: occurring within Victoria or 25 km "over the
border"; between 1 March, 1983 and 28 December, 1984; and admitted to the Spinal
Injuries Unit within 30 hours of sustaining the injury. (Eighty per cent of cases
arrive at the Unit within 24 hours of injury - in contrast to many centres overseas 
thus facilitating the collection of data.) The author interviewed the patients and their
relatives or friends and, in the case of vehicle accidents, personally visited the
accident site and examined the vehicle. Thus the data collection in this series was

unusually complete.

Altogether there were 123 SCI casualties in the series. Forty-one (33.3%) derived
from 40 motor vehicle crashes. Fourteen of these (34%) were from rollover crashes;
thus more than a tenth of the entire sample of SCI cases came from rollovers! The
crashes took place at 18 urban and 23 rural locations and in 19 of the latter the
vehicle left the road. The influence of travel speed was again emphasised by the
finding that 57% of the vehicles were estimated to have been travelling between 60
and 100 kph and 12% over 100 kph.

In contrast to other reports, only four SCI occupants were ejected: three were not
wearing belts and one was wearing a faulty belt. The factors associated with SCI are
shown in Table 2.8.

The belt-wearing rate among SCI occupants was 54%. When cases were classified
by quadriplegia (the more severe injury) and paraplegia, the following association
was found: in rollovers 80% of the SCI were quadriplegia; in non-rollovers, 43%
were quadriplegia (bordering on significance, 0.1>p>0.05). In two SCI drivers,
displacement of the steering wheel and column was the cause of the spinal cord
damage. In 13 crashes (32.5%) the case vehicle collided with another vehicle; in the
remainder, 27 (67.5%), the vehicle ran off the carriageway. In the author's opinion,
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a crushed roof was the cause of SCI in six of the 22 restrained car occupants with an

additional three cases of "crushed roof support" where the occupant was sitting.

Table 2.8 Factors Contributing to spinal cord injury in patients wearing seat
belts (after Figure 7, Toscano, 1986)

Factors Associated with spinal cord injury No. of cases (N)0/0

Seat belt failure

731.8

Crushed roof

627.3

Crushed roof support where patient sitting

313.6

Steering wheel and column damage

29.1

Absent head rest

I4.5

Broken seat mountings

14.5

Contre coup injury

14.5

Miscellaneous

14.5

Incidental findings were the high incidence of belt failure (7 of 22, 31.8%) and the
apparent protective effect of head restraints - by preventing further roof descent.

Six of the 15 SCI occupants wearing belts sustained their injury consequent to
crushing of the roof. Four of these accidents were rollovers. Because the original
document, a thesis, is not readily available, representative cases are described
below.

Case A. The SCI casualty was the driver of a car which was forced off the road, hit
a gutter and rolled four or five times. He was wearing an inertia-reel lap-sash (three
point) seat belt. He sustained a C6/C7 fracture dislocation with resultant C6
quadriplegia. The driver's wife, wearing a similar belt, sustained only a fractured
clavicle. Figure 2.5A shows the amount of roof crush on the driver's side of the
front seat.

Case B. The SCI casualty was the driver of a car which left the road and rolled over.
The driver was wearing an inertia-reel lap-sash seat belt. He sustained a C5 fracture
with resultant C5 incomplete quadriplegia. The other three occupants of the car
(two, unbelted, in the rear seat) sustained no injuries. Figure 2.5B shows the crushed
roof above the driver's seating position.

Case C. The SCI casualty was the left front seat passenger in a car which left the
road and rolled over. The passenger, who was wearing a static lap-sash belt,
sustained a C4/C5 dislocation with resulting C4 quadriplegia. The driver, also
wearing a static lap-sash belt, sustained no injury. Figure 2.5C shows the localised
roof crush and displacement of the A pillar near the left front passenger position.

There was also an interesting association between roof crush and age of car, as
shown in Table 2.9. Since the probability of the observed arrangement occurring by
chance is 0.05, this suggests a real relationship.
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Fig.2.5B

(Case B)

(Case C)

Source:

Toscano.
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Table 2.9 Roof crush versus age of car

Year of Roof Roof not
manufact. crushed crushed

-1981 3 8

1982+ 3 0

6 8

Source: Toscano (1986).

all crush rate

11 27%
3 100%

14

This series is highly relevant because of the completeness of the data and the high
belt-wearing and low ejection rates.

Friedman and Friedman (1991) used NASS data for the years 1982 and 1983 to
study roof damage close to the occupant: "proximal" roof damage graded 3 or
more was associated with four times the risk of AIS 4, 5 or 6. (The observation
cannot readily be tested for significance because the original samples are
weighted.) These authors cite 14 cases of quadriplegia with roof collapse over the
seated positions of these casualties, while 13 other occupants of the same vehicles
not under a collapsed roof section received minor to moderate injuries.

2.7 EJECTION

Ejection is a notable feature of rollovers. This is readily understandable in the light
of the body motion revealed in the rollover tests - the occupant's body being
detached from the seat and subject to velocity changes as the result of the lateral
accelerations described by Cooperrider et al. In each of the seven simulations
described by Oberfegell et al (1986) the occupant slipped out of the shoulder belt.

Ejection is accompanied by a higher risk of severe to fatal injury, though half the
injuries in ejected occupants are, according to Huelke, due to impacts within the car
or during ejection.

The frequent ejection path through glazed areas has been noted above. As long ago
as 1989, a demonstration driver-side door was constructed with a glass plastic
window, by Peterson, Sursi and Glance. Headform drop tests, dummy drop tests,
accelerator sled tests and side impact car rash tests showed that the glass-plastic
window was able to reduce occupant ejection without excessive head loading.

As noted above, in simulations, occupants may exert loads on windows sufficient to
break the glass and, at higher rates of rotation, to impose loads on the doors in
excess of that specified in ADR2.
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2.8 THE MAIN FACTORS DETERMINING SEVERITY

In determining the "injuriousness" of rollovers, it is apparent that three main factors
operate and are interrelated: travel speed at the time of the event, the rollover event
itself and ejection. A number of authors are inclined to attribute the high injury rate
ofrollovers to "crash severity", with ejection as an intermediate process. An attempt
to resolve these components was made by Terhwle (1991) in a penetrating analysis
ofNASS and North Carolina crash databases.

Terhune concluded that single vehicle rollover crashes occur at higher speeds than
non-rollover crashes, but, after impact speed had been accounted for, overturning
increases driver serious injury by 10% to 50% in single vehicle accidents.

He concluded, further, that car models with above average propensity to rollover in
single-vehicle crashes tend to have above average driver injury rates, but this
elevated rate is due at least in part to the preponderance of small vehicles, which
offer less crash protection. Vehicles with high overturn rates tend to have their
overturn crashes at lower speeds than those with low overturn rates. This tends to

attenuate the net injury effect.

In addition, ejection is an injurious event in its own right and is a major cause of

injury in rollovers (accounting for about half the seriously injured in the crashes
analysed - North Carolina 1984-88 crashes and NASS 1982-86 - in which belt use
was probably not high). Use of restraint greatly reduces ejection in rollover as well
as non-roll over crashes.

In rollovers, serious injuries of drivers are mostly to the head, chest, abdomen/pelvis
in that order, both in belted and unbelted drivers.

A major problem in studying rollovers, according to Terhune, is the lack of a
severity measure applicable to both rollover and non-rollover crashes. He came to
regard estimated crash speed (from the police report) as a "flawed measure".

On the basis of actual crash test data and computer modelling. Digges, Malliaris and
De Blois (1994) conclude that the vehicle speed immediately before rollover is the
"pivotal predictor of crash severity". The number of vehicle quarter turns, damage
and roll rate are also predictors and are strongly related to vehicle speed.

Computer simulation suggests that the severity of the 'tripping acceleration" may
have a strong influence on occupant ejection (a particularly harmful intermediate
event) and occupant injury.

Even for restrained occupants, ejection accounts for 11.9% of Harm. Most ejectees
pass through windows which were closed prior to rollover. At least one window
disintegrates in 65% of rollover events. This observation suggests opportunities for
intervention through ejection resistant glazing (such as laminated glass).

These authors suggest that improved restraint might be directed towards contacts
with: roof, pillars, rail/header, windscreen edge, steering wheel assembly and
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dashboard. Simulation suggests that a belt integrated with the seat would provide
considerable protection against head contact with an undeformed roof.

Interior protection measures could be directed to: upper interior, roof, steering
wheel, lower side interior and dashboard.

2.9 EXPERIMENTAL ROLLOVERS

Strother et al (1984) used velocity-time diagrams for an idealised rollover to show

that the head impacts the roof at the same moment that the roof is loaded by the
ground and interpret this to mean that roof deformation would not increase (head or
neck) injury.

Orlowski et al (1988) conducted experimental rollovers in which four cars were
production vehicles and four had the roof reinforced with a rollcage. Unrestrained
instruinented dummies were placed in the outboard front seat. The cars were

launched from a dolly cart and hence had no "travel speed", only lateral velocity and
rotation.

A potentially injurious impact (PU) to the head was defined as one in which the
neck axial compressive load exceeded 2000N or the HIe exceeded 1000. There
were 54 of these PUs of which 32 were with the roof when there was no roof crush.

In 8 of 10 impacts where there was deformation of 150 mm or more, according to
the authors, the "roof crush had no effect on injuries". (The maximum roof crush in
the series was 330mm.) The highest neck load in any test was 13,200 N in a
production car "which had ... extreme roof crush". In a test for which plots are
given, the peak neck load occurred after roof-to-ground impact. According to these
authors, the probability of neck injury is dependent on (1) the orientation of the
dummy and (2) the change in velocity of that part of the vehicle which the head of
the occupant is touching. In the authors' opinion the rollcaged vehicles did not
provide an increased level of protection over the standard roof vehicles, which begs
the question of why roll cages are required in competition vehicles.

Habberstad and Wagner (1986) conducted one test on a two-door car with a
stiffened roof. The rollover was initiated by the car being dragged sideways into a
barrier. The unsecured driver dummy was ejected through the right hand
(passenger) window, the head first hitting the roof side rail. The authors felt able to
conclude that there was no relation of injury to deformation of the roof. The study
did, however, draw attention to the possibility of ejection very early in the rollover
sequence.

Further roll over tests with rollcaged and standard cars, using the same test
procedure as Orlowski et aI, were conducted by Bahling et al. (1990), but with
dummies restrained by lap and shoulder belts. The belts had been adjusted to allow
the same vertical displacement (3.9 inches, 9.75 mm) as measured on human
volunteers when the car was inverted. In the humans the displacement came from
the trunk becoming more erect, body elongation, changes in belt geometry and
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compression of body tissue by the belt. The heads of the volunteers were touching
the roof.

In the rollover, the belted dummies moved upwards and forward to the extent the
belt and the interior of the car would permit. The head remained adjacent to the
outboard roof side rail and moved away only at roof-to-ground impacts.

For impacts on the opposite side, the occupant moved toward the impacted side of
the car and leaned against the opposite door. The dummy's buttocks lifted off the
seat early and never returned until the end of the test.

The production cars had 22 PUs with neck loads averaging 5168N and rollcaged
cars had 18 PUs averaging 3388N. In the production cars the peak load in the
dummy neck occurred just after roof-ground impact at the beginning of roof
deformation. When the dummy's head had stopped the trunk continued to move
towards the roof causing the high axial forces in the neck. There was no
compression of the dummy between roof and seat. Typical crush was 250 mm. The
shoulder belt did not alter the dummy's kinematics.

Additionally, drop tests were made from 12 inches with rollcaged and production
cars and with belted and unbelted dummies. Though there were some differences in
body motion (mainly due to roof crush of production cars) between dummies, they
were not large. These rollover tests will be discussed further in Section 2.10

Twelve rollover tests, with an inclined ramp as roll generator, are described by
Sakurai et al. The restrained dummies moved upwards and outwards and the head
remained in contact with roof or roof siderails. In these tests the maximum neck
load occurred at the time of maximum roof deformation. These authors define a

factor "H, roof height" which is illustrated in Figure 2.6. The test vehicles were
different models, and it was found that roof deformation varies with H. Neck load
increased curvilinearly with roof height reaching about 7 kN at H = 300mm. HIe
also increases with H. No strong relationship was found between roof strength (on
the FMVSS test) and roof deformation.

Figure 2.6 The geometric roof height "H".

A: top of engine hood

B: intersection center pilhr and
side roof- rail

Source: Sakurai et aI, 1991
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Friedman and Friedman (1991) are critical of these and other papers on the grounds,
inter alia, that they do not take into account the contribution of windscreen glazing
to roof strength or the deformation of the roof in proximity to occupant location.

This is a criticism of Huelke's 1972 observation cited above. Implying that
Strother's calculation is simplistic, Friedman and Friedman refer to the possibility of
a head strike on the roof not at the exact location of ground contact.

2.10 THE RELATION OF ROOF CRUSH TO INJURY

While there is considerable difference of opinion, there is evidence from the crash

data of an association between roof crush and occupant injury in general and of a
strong association between both rollover and neck injury and between roof crush
and neck injury.

In some data sets (eg that used by Huelke and Compton, 1983) roof crush is
encoded by the Collision Deformation Classification (SAE 1980) into zones. Digges

et al. have criticised the CDC for the 'top' as lacking the precision needed for
rollover analysis, in that a small deformation of the bonnet would carry the same
code as a large deformation of the roof. The CDC does, in fact, separate the
passenger compartment from the bonnet and boot by a location code, but the coding
is complex and the instructions in the parent document (J224) are concise to the
point of parsimony, so the coder or, later, the analyst may be led into error. If errors
occur in this way, a connection between roof damage and injury would tend to be
masked. Despite this, the NCSS data examined by Huelke and Compton show, as
noted above, a positive relation between roof crush and occupant injury.

A number of authors have argued, however, that "roof intrusion and injury severity
are not causally related" (Mackay et al, 1991, emphasis added). The implication is
that injury and roof crush are parallel and not consecutive results of accident
severity.

For head and neck injury, this view gains a certain support from the experimental
rollovers of Orlowski et al and of Bahling et al, in which the peak axial neck loads
occurred very shortly after (about 25 ms) the first ground to roof contact and before
significant roof crush had taken place. Thus the neck load is accounted for by the
difference in velocity between head and car roof. This is similar to the mechanism
of injury in a dive-into-shallow-water accident.

The following points should, however, be taken into account in considering this
hypothesis of head or neck injury.

With regard to instrumented rollover experiments, it is apparent that the test vehicle
should have forward travel speed (noted as being an important variable in crash
severity), a significant lateral velocity and a rotational velocity. The dolly test
method (adopted because of its repeatability) used by Orlowski et al and Bahling et
al provides no forward travel speed but has a rate of roll induced before the vehicle
makes contact with the ground. The single test reported by Habberstad and Wagner
also has no forward travel speed component. The inclined ramp tests described by
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Sakurai has rotation and forward travel speed but little or no lateral velocity. The

number of instrumented tests with all three components appears to be one: that
described by Kaleps and Rizer (1986) in which the car rolled four times during a

test of a highway barrier.

Various authors are cited to show that the amount of roof crush in rollover crashes

is not large. Partyka is quoted as finding an average of 3.7 inches (9.25 mm) in
NeSS data. The use of the mean conceals the range of the amount of roof crush. In
many cases this will be zero, in others quite large. In Bahling's tests, the highest
neck load occurred with a roof crush of about 250 mm. In severe rollover crashes
the local roof deformation exceeds this.

The driver and passenger neck loads in the eight vehicle rollover experiments can be

scaled from Fig 11 in the paper of Bahling et al. These loads were substantially
higher in production cars (mean 5330N) than in rollcaged cars (mean 3507N). The
difference is significant (.05>p>.02).
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Inspection of the neck load tracings in Bahling et al suggests that the neck load is
above 75% of peak for lO ms. Thus the mean lOms load for rollcaged cars is 2680N

and for production cars 3990N. Inserting these values in the load/duration graph

used for the Hybrid III neck (Mertz 1984) indicates that for rollcaged cars the
average neck load is below the lower boundary for AIS 5 and for production cars it

is in the middle of the AIS 5 corridor (Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7 Hybrid III dummy neck load compression tolerance.

Axial
Compressive
Neck Force 4000

(N)

Duration of Loading Over Given Force level (ms)

Source: Friedman and Friedman (1991): mean lOms load (Bahling et al) added.
Production roof, open circle; rollcaged roof, filled circle.
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The implication of the papers on experimental rollover is that the neck injury, if it
occurs, is due solely to axial loading of the neck in compression. In clinical
experience an element of neck flexion is also present. It may be, however, that,

when roof crush is extensive, the neck injury may occur due to deformation beyond
tolerance of the head-neck-trunk assembly. If the occupant is pushed or thrown or

voluntarily moves so as to be lying sideways, he or she may escape serious injury,
whereas the occupant seated upright at the moment of roof crush will sustain severe
or fatal injury.

It has been noted above that the vehicles in most experimental rollovers lack
forward velocity and hence the rearward acceleration associated with the decay of
that velocity. In a real rollover crash the inertia of the head will cause neck flexion,

with reduction in the seated height. This effect would tend to invalidate the
mechanism of head injury suggested by the tests of Orlowski and Bahling et al.
Provided there was sufficient time for the head to flex forward before roof contact

occurs, the impact of the head in relation to the roof would be less like that in a
diving accident (axial load through the vertex acting parallel to the body), and more
like a transverse load acting on the back of the head forcing it downwards, pushing
the chin into the. sternum.

A critique of the rollover tests of Orlowski and of Bahling has been made by
Friedman and Friedman (1991) who point out that the criteria for a "PH" injury are
too low. With revised criteria for cervical spine injury (5000N axial compression
and 1000N shear) they showed that no far side occupant in the rollcaged cars
exceeded these criteria, while all the restrained far side occupants in production cars
exceeded these limits.

They propose a set of countermeasures consisting of a stronger roof and support
pillars, interior metal "padding", and improved (laminated) side glazing for a weight
increase of less than 50 lb (22.7 kg). Vehicles with these features would have
reduced the number of critical injury impacts in the rollover tests considered to zero.

2.11 OVERSEAS LEGISLATION

USA and Canada are the only countries that, at present, have a roof crush standard.
The Canadian Standard, CMVSS 216, is identical with US FMVSS 216 for

passenger cars.

USA has recently extended FMVSS 216 (App.2) to cover trucks, buses and
multipurpose passenger vehicles not exceeding 6000lb (2727 kg) GVWR (effective
September 1993.

In Europe, the GRPF ("meeting of experts on brakes and running gear") of the ECE
has recommended a rule concerning rollover propensity, with a limit value for the
tilt table angle (tilt table ratio is the tangent of the tilt table angle).
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A number of States of the United States have taken an indirect approach to limiting

the rollover propensities of modified vehicles, by setting bumper height standards.

This is intended to prevent "high rise" vehicles from being used on the roads. The
American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators has adopted model

guidelines for bumper and frame heights, based on gross vehicle weight rating.
These are shown in Table 2.1 O.

Table 2.10 AAMV A model rules for bumper heights.

GVWR(lb) Front BumperRear BumperFrame

4500 & less

24 inches (610mm)26 inches (660mm)24 inches (610mm)

4501-7500

27 inches (685mm)29 inches (735mm)26 inches (660mm)

7501-10000

28 inches (710mm)30 inches (760mm)28 inches (710mm)

Source: Rollover Prevention and Roof Crush, 1992.

The present roof strength test (of FMVSS 216) is not very demanding. Roof crush

tests, to D.S. FMVSS specification, were conducted on six cars of Australian
manufacture (Murray, 1990,1991). Four met the test criteria. The impact equivalent
to the achieved crush performance is a drop of98 to 430 mm.

A dynamic performance standard, comparable to the frontal barrier and side impact
tests, is yet to be developed for the rollover case.

2.12 EXPERIENCE FROM ROAD AND TRACK RACING

The development of protective designs and equipment was outlined by States et al
(1970). In 1957 the Sports Car Club of America adopted a recommendation that
competition cars be fitted with roll bars. Specifications were made mandatory in
1970 and applied not only to "racing cars" but to production sedans modified for
competition. Rollovers constituted nearly half of all racing accidents.

Despite early problems with roll bar failures, roll cages have been found to be
highly effective, according to States et aI, particularly in severe rollovers. States
also notes that roof reinforcement was introduced in some production cars in 1970.

In Australia, the Confederation of Australian Motor Sport requires that most
competition cars be fitted with rollover protection. The specifications are set out in
Schedule J of the National Competition Rules (Manual of Motor Sport, 1993).

Open cars were fitted with roll bars in the late 1950s. At first only the driver of two
seat cars was protected but later both seats were protected. The simple roll bar
became a cage and roll cages were required for sedan type cars as it was believed
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that the strength of monocoque bodies had been compromised by greater glazed
area (Keys and Hoinville, 1993, personal communication).

2.13 SYNOPSIS OF THE LITERATURE.

Rollover accidents are recognised as serious accidents. Estimates of incidence are

variable, depending on crash classification and severity of injury, but are in the
range 3% to 12% of accidents in general.

Rollovers are largely single vehicle accidents and occur predominantly at high
speed, on rural roads and at night. Severe injuries are particularly associated with

ejection, which carries high risk of serious or fatal injuries, but which is to some
extent an indicator of the crash severity. Complete ejection, however, may be a less
important mechanism in Australian rollover accidents, because of the high belt
wearing rate.

In restrained drivers, injuries occur, in descending order of importance, to head,
upper limbs, chest, lower limbs and neck, but, for AIS3+, head and chest
predominate. For unrestrained occupants, head and chest predominate in AIS3+
injuries. The restraint system's protective benefit in rollovers, is substantially by
preventing (full) ejection.

With regard to vehicle factors, rollover propensity is the product of the propensity
for entering a roll over situation (a function of wheelbase among other factors) and
propensity to roll given this entry, a function of Vehicle Stability Factor or,
equivalently, Tilt Table Ratio.

At the start of most rollovers, the vehicle has a significant lateral velocity. The
initiation is a tripping mechanism with the wheels engaging soil, kerb, gutter or
simply the pavement after a yaw manoeuvre. The occupants become displaced from
their seats and move towards and may impact the roof and may come to impose
large load on glazing and doors.

The main factors related to injury severity, namely the rollover event, ejection and
vehicle speed are interrelated, but each makes an independent contribution. Analysis
is impeded by the lack of a measure of accident severity applicable to rollover and
non-rollover crashes: estimates of speed in rollovers are unreliable.

Ejection, complete or partial, is a major contributor to injury and often takes place
through closed glazed areas. Ejection may be due to the lateral acceleration from the
tripping mechanism initiating rollover. Containment by the use of plastic-glass
glazing offers a feasible countermeasure. Belts integrated with seats also offer
potential for reduced ejection.

Experimental rollovers (though open to criticism) and simulations based on them
show that the occupant is subject to substantial motion. In cars with strengthened
roofs, the neck loads were significantly lower than in cars with standard roofs.
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The experimental rollovers described used standard dummies developed for
modelling the body in frontal impacts and may not respond appropriately to
inverted loads. It may be that a rollover dummy should be developed, as SID and
EUROSID were developed for the needs of side impacts. The prospects for
developing a performance test, comparable to the frontal and side impact tests, seem
remote, so that it will be necessary to depend on enhanced component tests

In mass data and other crash collections, the weight of evidence is in agreement
with a relationship between roof crush and occupant injury. There is a convincing
relation between rollover and spinal cord injury. Finally, there is strong evidence of
a connection between local roof crush and spinal cord injury.

2.14 A MENU OF POSSmLE COUNTERMEASURES

The literature reviewed suggests the following possible countermeasures related to
the vehicle, which are listed without any order of priority or effectiveness.

1. To reduce the risk of entering a rollover situation

• ABS, though there is insufficient evidence yet on the benefit likely to be
conferred.

2. To reduce risk of rollover

• a limit value on a suitable measure, such as TIR.

3. To reduce risk of injury

a) against ejection

• improved standard for door latches

• laminated glazing in side windows

• seat belt interlock or warning device

b) due to impact with the roof or displacement of the head by the roof

• increase headroom (the increase would have to be substantial)

• pretensioners in belts (would have to be sensitive to rate or angle of
roll)

• belt integrated with seats (would also be protective against partial
ejection)

• introduce a roof strength standard - with enhanced requirements

• add energy-absorbing material to roof, roof rails, header and A
pillars.
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3. CRASH INVESTIGATIONS

A sample of 43 crashes involving rollover was investigated in detail. The sample of
crashes was intended to be representative of the range of crash types involving
partial or full rollover of the vehicle; with injury severity ranging from non-injury to
fatal. This chapter describes the characteristics of the crashed vehicle sample, the
observations and major findings regarding vehicle design, injury causal factors and
potential countermeasures.

As the focus of the study was the examination of vehicle design factors and

occupant injuries, it was considered that vehicle age and type could be left
unrestricted, except that vehicles were to be light vehicles less that 3.5 tonnes GVM.
Sample cases were selected to include a reasonable number of the severe injuries,
particularly spinal, and fatalities, and a small number of minor or non injury cases
which were to used as a comparison group.

3.1 CRASH NOTIFICATION

Notification of fatal crashes and autopsy injury information was arranged with the
State Coroner's Office and the Victorian Institute of Forensic Pathology.
Hospitalised cases were notified by arrangements (previously organised as an on
going part of MUARC's crash investigation projects) with the major hospitals,
particularly the Alfred, Box Hill Hospital and Dandenong. Arrangements were also
made with the Austin Hospital, which specialises in treating spinal injuries, for
notification wherever possible of spinal injury cases involving paralysis. Non injury
or minor injury cases were obtained through notification by RACV Insurance. To
help support this system the Victoria Police Force and the Ambulance Service also
provided notification of a number of injury and non-injury cases.

3.2 VEHICLE AND CRASH-SITE INSPECTIONS

Inspections were made of the vehicle, and the crash location where possible, and
included:

• Detailed observations of the vehicle damage, roof deformation measurements
and contact points.

• Review of the occupant injuries and correlation, where possible, to the crash
details and vehicle design and performance.

• Examination of the performance of the car roof structures (major members,
joints and welds), door structures, roof lining characteristic, padding, seat belts,
seats, windscreen, side and rear glass, and other interior features.

• Detailed photographic record of the vehicle, and rollover location.
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(i) Details of Vehicle Inspections and Roof Deformation Measurements

Visual inspection of the vehicle damage was made to ascertain those elements
attributed to the roUover or to other collisions types such as impact with a fixed

object, trees, poles or other vehicles. The rollover characteristics were considered in
terms of whether primary impact was with the roof or whether the rollover tended to
be end for end, characterised by little roof damage, but notable rear and front end
crush. Observations included the degree of abrasion -of body panels as the vehicle

rolled or slid along the road or ground surface.

The extent and characteristics of roof deformation was particularly noted.
Measurements were made, for each relevant seating position, of the height from the
back and front of the cushion to the roof structure immediately above these two

points (refer figure in Table 3.7). These measurements directly related to the height
of vertical occupant seating space left and can be more relevant than measurements
of roof crush itself. The extent of roof crush can be inferred from these measured

values. Assessment of the lateral intrusion of the roof structure and B pillar were

also made by measuring the distance from the top of the B pillar to the centre of the
head restraint. These measurements of the actual 'seating height remaining' (refer

Table 3.7) can then be compared with the estimated "normal sitting height" of the
occupant as set out in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.1
Seating height, normal

Refer table 3.1

Dimensions

Male, percentile

Female, percentile

Body Feature

5th50th95th5th50th95th

Height

m1.62 1.731.851.501.601.70

Weight
kg58 7598476290

Sitting Height

ID0.80 0.870.930.750.820.88

Table 3.1 Normal Sitting Height of Adults

Source: Table 10.1 Selected structural body dimensions and weights of Adults, from 'Weight,
Height, and selected body dimensions of adults': 1960-1962 Data from National Health Survey,
USPHS Publication 1000 series 11 No 8 June 1965 (from McCormick E.1., Human Factors in
Design, 4th Ed., McGraw Hill, 1976).
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This comparison provides a good indication of whether the measured roof crush

significantly intrudes into the normal sitting height of the occupant. In these
comparisons it is important to note that the actual dynamic roof deformation would

exceed the residual measured deformation by a significant margin of perhaps 10
25%. In addition, because the occupants head is able to naturally bend forward to a
degree, this reduces the effective seating height required by the occupant. Any
reduction of the seating height space beyond this level, imposes compression and

bending loads on the occupant's body. (The authors are not aware of data setting out
human tolerance to this type of compression/bending loading scenario, or the
corresponding adjusted sitting height dimensions).

The performance of the vehicle structure under rollover loading was considered,
with particular attention paid to behaviour and buckling of A and B pillars, roof
integrity, and jointing details and construction. Similarly the behaviour of seats,
particularly seat backs was observed. Other items noted was glass retention and
breakage.

Depending on the occupant's particular injuries, the exterior and interior of the
vehicles were examined for possible occupant contact points. Details looked for
included traces of hairlblood; deformations of interior surfaces such as door surfaces

and roof framing (head impact) and also deformation of external surfaces where
contact may have resulted (particularly in crush situations). The roof lining
construction, its thickness and underlying roof structure were also examined.

Seat belts were examined in detail to try to ascertain whether they were worn. Seat
belt wearing was determined by examining load markings left on the plastic fittings
at load points at the D ring and buckle and elongation markings on the webbing
itself. Other clear indicators include the belt still left buckled or a cut belt with the

buckle left done up. Similarly a belt may be found unreeled and jammed between
the B pillar and seat. However, for rollover crashes the determination of seat belt
wearing is more difficult and less apparent than for other crash types particularly

frontal impacts, where seat belt loads are typically higher. Thus in a significant
number of cases, it was not possible to clearly determine whether the belt was worn
or not. Indeed, in two cases where the occupant was found ejected from the vehicle,
the seat belt appeared to have been worn but been released during the rollover (refer
Section 3.4.1- cases R14 & R46).

(H) Inspections of the crash site

The at-site investigations were used to help interpret the observed damage to the
vehicle and occupant injuries. The inspections included identification of the position
on the roadway where rollover occurred, and identification of any particular features
(embankments, hills: drainage ditches, roadside objects, etc) which may have
influenced the outcome.
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3.3 CRASH TYPES INVESTIGATED

The distribution of crashes investigated, and characteristics of the crash sample are
set out in Table 3.2.

Vehicle type

.
Injury category

Passenger carsFour wheel driveForward controlTotal cases

(sedans,

vehiclesvehicles

hatchbacks, station wagons)Fatality

82212

Hospital -general

84113

~

..8.~ ..2

-total
.lQ2~22

Minor injuries

5--5

No injury

4--4

Total cases

337343

Table 3.2 Characteristics of crash sample - vehicle type and injury category

Although good representation was obtained for fatal and spinal injury cases

involving paralysis, few spinal injury cases without cord damage were obtained.
Fewer than proposed minor and non injury cases were investigated as it was found
that the smaller number provided sufficient detail, and little new information was
being obtained. The expected number of fatalities were investigated, in the main
because of the very effective notification system organised with the Coroner's
Office and, of course, because all deaths are registered with the Coroner's Office.
This contrasts with other injury cases which are treated at numerous hospitals and
with no central registry available. The spinal injury cases investigated were also
complemented by the detailed crash investigations of spinal injury rollover cases
carried out by Toscano in 1988 (refer section 2.6).

The sample of crashes was taken from all over Victoria, and comprised
approximately 25% urban and 75% rural, with 40 % of the rural crashes occurring
on major roads and highways. The rural crashes were typically single vehicle with
loss of control occurring on the roadway/road shoulder and subsequent rollover. The
rollover environment included over-turn down embankments formed by raised
roadways or in hilly terrain; along the road shoulder; into and along roadside
drainage ditches; impact surfaces varying from soft ground to the hard bitumen road
surface; subsequent contact with trees, poles, fences and other road side material
such as broken branches and bottles etc. In contrast to the rural setting, and not
surprisingly, urban rollover crashes were often initiated by collisions with other
vehicles, with the rollover becoming a secondary event both in terms of vehicle
damage and occupant injuries.
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Estimates of vehicle speed were not made and were not considered directly
pertinent to the objectives of the study. Estimates of vehicle speed at the point of
overturning typically require prompt at scene measurements of vehicle tyre marks,

ground contact points and so on, information which was typically no longer
available. In some fatal cases the Police Accident Investigation Section were able to
provide speed estimates from their accident reconstruction work.

3.4 ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS FROM THE CRASH INVESTIGATIONS

The summary for each case is presented in Appendix 1, and provides the following
information:

• crash details
• vehicle details

• vehicle damage
• occupant injuries and source of injury
• vehicle design comment
• potential vehicle design countermeasures

Each case summary includes sketches illustrating the inferred vehicle impact with
the ground, roof crush and occupant position (particularly the head). The
measurements illustrating the extent of roof intrusion are also given in relevant
cases. A one or two page photographic summary highlighting the key features of the
vehicle damage and other factors relating to occupant injury issues are shown for
each crash. The photographs also include, in a number of cases, a view of the area
where the rollover occurred.

The reader is encouraged to gain familiarity with the case summaries, set out in
Appendix 1, before proceeding to thefollowing sections.

The following sections summarise the key characteristics observed from these
cases, and are considered in terms of injury severity, vehicle characteristics and
rollover location and type.

3.4.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FATAL CRASHES

Twelve crashes involving 13 fatalities were investigated: Cases No. RI, 6 , 10, 13,
14, 16,22,23,30,39,43 and 46. In 10 of the fatalities, the rollover was the primary
mechanism involved in the injury outcome; including six cases of full ejection. In
the remaining 3 cases, rollover was involved as a secondary factor only, with other
crash circumstances such as a frontal collision or subsequent impact with a tree or
pole being the primary casual factor relating to the fatal injuries. The seat belt
wearing and ejection characteristics for these crashes are set out in Table 3.3.
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Seat Belt Nil EjectionPartial EjectionFull ejectionTotal
FatalitiesYes

42-6

Perhaps?

--22

No

- 145

Totals
43613

Table 3.3 Seat belt wearing! ejection characteristics for Fatalities.
Partial ejection is defined by the head or upper part of the body

moving outside the vehicle with resulting severe injury.

Table 3.4 summarises the degree of roof crush (over the occupant's seating position)
for these 13 fatalities.

Roof crush rating 0-150mm150-300mm>300mmTotal

Driver

R13r8

(Case no.)

RIOE RINR R23ER46ER6, RI6E,RI4

Passenger

5

(Case no.)

R22E30TR39ER43ERI4
Totals

13

4E INR IT
2 3EI IP,

,,

Table 3.4 Roof crush rating for the 13 fatalities
(Key: E = rollover with full ejection; NR = rollover involved, but secondary to main impact;

P, T = rollover involved, but also impacted pole or tree

Table 3.5 sets out the measured post crash seating height remaining after roof
deformation, in comparison to the 'normal seating height' for adults. These values
were interpolated from Table 3.1, based on the casualties' height dimensions given
in the autopsy reports. The data is presented only for the three non-ejection cases.

Measured seating space left
Case No.

GenderHeightAgeNormalAmmBmm
m

sitting height(front of(at back rest)
mm

seat)
R6

M (driver)1.7128870600800
RI4

F (driver)1.6263820-620

R39
M (passeng.)1.7923900660750

Table 3.5

Fatal cases: Comparison of measured residual seating height
left after roof intrusions and "normal sitting height" (refer Table 3.1)
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Injuries and Injury mechanisms:

Severe and gross head injuries were found to be characteristic of certain types of the
rollover crashes, and occurred whether seat belts were worn or not. In these crash

types, 'partial ejection' of the occupant occurs, with the head being exposed outside

the vehicle and may be crushed between the edge of the roof (or pillars) and road
surface (Case R39, seat belt worn); or abraded along the road surface as well as

being crushed (Cases R6, seat belts worn).

This type of injury was also observed in a case investigated by the author
(Rechnitzer, 1991) for the State Coroner. This involved a Toyota 4WD vehicle in

low speed rollover on a farm, with the fibreglass roof becoming detached (refer

photos in Figure 3.2) from the framing and the (unbelted) driver's head being
crushed between the ground and edge of the roof framing. In the first two cases the
roof intrusion was both inwards and laterally towards the occupant, thereby
exposing the occupant's head; in the latter case exposure occurred because of the
loss of roof integrity, with the whole roofsheeting coming off. In cases R6 and R39,
had the side window remained intact, then the consequent head exposure may well
have been avoided, eliminating the risk of this injury type (providing roof integrity
is maintained).

Similar loss of roof integrity was noted in case RI3 involving a Toyota Landcruiser,

although in this case, subsequent impact with a pole may have been the main injury
causal factor. In Case R43, (1 fatality) all three unbelted occupants were ejected
from the Toyota Landcruiser, mainly as a result of loss of roof integrity with the
roof sheeting fully separating from its attachments to the roof framing. Other non 
fatal rollover cases (RI2 & R38) involving Toyota Landcruiser models also showed
signs of lack of roof integrity. The vehicle in case R13 also had a substantial
looking 'roll bar' which proved to have been poorly constructed (the welded joint in
the steel tubing fractured, with no deformation of the bar itself) and the attachments
to the body were very poorly mounted, with the bolts easily pulling through the
light gauge sheet metal.

Case RIO illustrates that partial ejection with fatal outcomes can also occur in
"gentle rollovers", and in circumstance with very little vehicle damage. In this case
the driver's door was deformed outwards suggesting lateral loading by the occupant,
with the upper part of the driver's body apparently ejected and the vehicle rolling on
top of him (refer sketch), with consequent severe chest injuries and skull fractures.

Case RI4 was a double fatality involving a Toyota Tarago, and indicative of the
severe injuries arising apparently directly from high levels of roof crush. The driver
(1.62m) had fractured thoracic vertebrae, and multiple rib fractures indicative of
high compression loading vertically- the measured seat to roof height was 620mm,
in place of a undamaged value in excess of 900mm. The dynamic deformation
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Fatal Rollover -example ofIack of Roof Integrity. At Scene photos of 4\VD

vehicle showing fibreglass roof sheeting lying on ground. The unbelted driver
,"yaspartially ejected with his head crushed between the ground and roof

framing. The vehicle shows very little damage other than the detached roof.
(Rechnitzer,1991)





would have been significantly more as the B pillar showed major buckling and

failure of its connection to the floor structure. The passenger also incurred multiple
injuries, but interpretation was complicated as the occupant was found ejected.
Close examination of the seat belt showed some loading markings, suggesting that
the belt had been worn, in which case the buckle appeared to have opened during
the rollover, allowing ejection of the occupant. Examination of the seat belt buckle

(refer photo) showed that as the buckle was proud of its support, it could readily be

opened by a strike from the hand, as could arise from limb movements by either
occupant during the roll over.

Injuries similar to that observed for the occupants of case R14, were also noted for

the driver in case R46, who was found ejected lying beside the vehicle. In this case

the roof crush was only moderate and although the driver was killed with multiple
injuries, the front passenger received minor injuries. It would appear that a
significant part of the driver's injuries may have arisen from ejection, since the
interior of the vehicle (door, steering wheel) showed no real evidence of significant
contact. However as with R14 the driver's seat belt appeared to have been worn
(signs of loading) and may also have come unbuckled during the crash (refer
photos).

Case R16 ( seat belt not worn), in which the driver was ejected shows similar severe
injuries to the ejected driver as in case R14, R46 -extensive thoracic injuries, and
head injury. As with R46 the passenger received minor injuries - the distortion of
the roof resulted in increased head room over the passenger and significantly
reduced over the driver. In Case R22, the vehicle was travelling at a high speed and
the roll over was more end for end but with little roof damage. The passenger was
ejected some 50m past the car. The main feature to note was the possibility that the
door opened due to lateral internal loading from the occupant (also refer section 2.3
regarding door lock strength). In Case R23, the driver was ejected with the vehicle
rolling on top of him, resulting in severe head injuries (refer sketch). Windscreen
retention and side glass retention may have prevented this type of ejection since the
actual vehicle damage was only moderate.

3.4.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF CASES INVOLVING HOSPITALISATION
(CASES R2, Rll-12, R24-27, R29, R31-33, R35, R38)

This category comprised 22 crashes where the most severely injured occupant
required hospital treatment; with 9 of these involving severe spinal injuries which
are considered separately in section 3.4.3.

These crashes are categorised by a variety of injuries and a range of vehicle damage
characteristics. In Case R2 (low intrusion-75mm at A pillar), the driver received
facial injuries and skull fracture resulting in part from, it appears, the vehicle rolling
over a tree branch lying on the ground. The skull fracture may have resulted from
contact with the roof /door framing (also refer to Figure 3.3). Similarly in Case RII,
the degloving scalp injury to the driver would appear to have been from head
contact with the roof framing/and or the door-roof header. In these cases the roof
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lining consisted of thin vinyl fabric, with light insulation material, running over the
exposed metal edges of the roof framing, hence providing no effective energy
absorbing padding for head contact. Injuries in R12 (Toyota 4WD) appeared to arise
mainly from internal contacts with the stiff unpadded metal internal surfaces
(fractured femur - from contact with metal glove compartment).

Case R24 involved a Forward Control Vehicle (FCV), having low levels of roof
deformation and minor head injury. The front passenger in Case 25, suffered a
lacerated scalp and some spinal trauma as a consequence of significant roof
intrusions - with head contact probably with the grab handle immediately above her
head (refer photos showing a dummy seated in position and the lack of head space
remaining). In Case R31, the vehicle showed very high levels of roof intrusion, but
with the driver receiving mainly abrasions and lacerations. It would appear that the
relatively minor injuries may be attributed to the head space remaining around the
driver's seating position, as can be seen in the photos. In this case the roof deformed
laterally (side-sway) as a result of lateral loads, rather than vertical loading. The
driver's injuries in R32 consisted mainly of lacerations and concussion, with the
vehicle having moderate levels of roof intrusion.

The driver in Case R33 received more serious injuries including base of skull
fracture and subdural haemorrhage), with the vehicle damage showing low levels of
roof intrusion but with significant front and rear crush, suggestive of reasonable
impact energy. The head injuries appeared to have arisen from head impact with the
door lroof frame as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Case R35 had extreme roof intrusion
with the driver being hospitalised but not with serious injuries. An explanation for
the low levels of injury in this case may be related to the space left around the
driver's seat near the B-pillar (refer photos) where the occupant may have slipped
during the rollover, and possibly the soft earth (drainage ditch) that the vehicle
rolled along.

3.4.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF SPINAL INJURY CASES

OR3,17,21,28,34,40,42,44,45)

Of the nine cases, seat belts were determined to have been worn in four, another
four were possible but uncertain and one case of ejection (case F17). For these
cases, roof crush was rated on an increased severity level from 1-3, with '1'
representing roof intrusion ofless than 150mm; '2' is for 150-300mm; and '3' is for
deformations in excess of300mm of roof crush (Table 3.6).

Degree ofroof 1 23Total
crush (vertical)

<150mm150-300mm>300mmcases
Driver

R45 R40 R17R42R21R286

Passenger

R34R44 R3T3
Total cases

4239

Table 3.6 Roof deformation values for the 9 spinal injury cases
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FIGURE 3.3 . Inferred mechanism of spinal injury in rollover
crashes as may occur in cases involving low levels of roof
intrusion. (Head contact against ledge formed by roof/door

framing and side window glass)

Detail A & B - Sketches illustrating
inferred mechanism of axial and
bending loading of spinal column
arising from head contact with the
ledge formed by the roof and door
framing.

Roof
framing
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Detail A & B - Sketches illustrating
inferred mechanism of axial and
bending loading of spinal column
arising from roof intrusion and
reduction in seating space. Note
combined effect of vertical and
lateral roof intrusion.

FIGURE3.4 • Mechanism of severe spinal injury in rollover
crashes as may occur in cases involving high levels of roof

intrusion, both vertical and lateral. (Head contact against ledge
formed by roof/door framing)
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Table 3.7 sets out the measured post-crash seating height remaining after the roof

deformation, in comparison to the normal seating height for adults. The seating
height for the occupants was interpolated from the person's height given in the
available Hospital data.

Measured seating height

post crash
D C

B A

~ .. tJ . ··OkCase No.

GenderPersonAge (y)'NormalAB

Height
sitting(front of(at back rest)

m
height'seat)mm

mm
mm

R17
M1.7523-
--

R21
M1.6422810400640

R28

F1.5825800460750

R34

F---750900

R40

F1.6338840760840

R42

M1.8330920560740

R44
M1.8062900470730

R45

F---790900

Table 3.7

Spinal injury cases: Comparison of measured residual seating height
left after roof intrusions and "normal sitting height" (refer Table 3.3)

Two main categories of severe spinal injury cases involving paralysis are apparent 
those associated with high levels of roof deformation and those associated with low
to moderate levels.

For the high levels of roof intrusion the main mechanisms appears to be axial and
bending loading on the spine, via the head, arising mainly from the reduction in
vertical space for the occupant, as indicated in Table 3.7. This can be seen in cases
R21, R28 and R42 where the roof deformation consists of the A pillar intruding
significantly into the drivers head space area with the roof coming down to below
steering wheel level. In each of these cases the vertical roof deformation is also
associated with significant lateral deformation. This lateral deformation involved
intrusion of the roof framing and A and B pillars encroaching on the injured
occupants seating position. In some cases the roof frame and B pillar intrude over
the centre ofthe seat (refer photos for case R21, for example), thus further reducing
the occupant's head space. The occupants spine (via the head) is subject to high
bending loads particularly around the cervical spine-thoracic spine area (C7-T1 for
R21; C6-C7 for R28; C4 for R42): that is the head is forced downwards,
overloading the cervical spine.

This mechanism for spinal loading was clearly apparent in a fatal rollover case
investigated by the author (Rechnitzer, 1990) where similar roof crush to these
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cases was observed. The driver was found still in an upright position in his seat,

jammed between the seat and the intruded roof structure, and with the driver's head
being forced down. The driver's injuries consisted of transection of the spinal
column at C6 (cord completely transected), scalp lacerations and a fractured
sternum. The driver's head was forced downwards by the intruded roof and roof
framing, as illustrated in the sketch in Figure 3.4, and in the at-scene photos (Figure
3.5) of the deceased driver still in position in the vehicle I. In contrast, the front
passenger (female) suffered minor injuries only, with no roof crush evident on this
side of the vehicle. Another important feature to note from this case was that
although the roof crush was high, this only arose from the deformation of the A
pillar and associated roof framing - with this high deformation being more of an
indication of the relatively low load capacity of the A pillar - roof beam over the
driver, not of impact severity as is sometimes asserted in the research literature.

For low levels of roof crush the spinal injuries appeared to be similar (RI7: C7 -TI;
R40: C4-C6; R44: C7-Tl; R45: C5/C6-Tl). In these cases the injury mechanism
could have arisen from the occupant's head wedging against the ledge formed by
the underside of the roof/door framing: as the vehicle rolls the occupant's cervical
spine is loaded in bending by the body mass combined with the intrusion (and
possible the shock loading transmitted from the impact with the ground through the
metal framing). This inferred injury mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3.3 In these
cases, because of the close proximity of the head to this position on the vehicle
structure, significant loading on the head/cervical spine can occur, with intrusion
accentuating this effect. Since this area is typically not padded, the impact load
transmitted to the head is fairly direct and not at all 'attenuated'.

Thus spinal injuries can arise directly via a 'simple mechanistic' effect where high
levels of intrusion occur, or in cases with low intrusion by the head contacting the
'ledge' formed by the underside of the door/roof frame. In this latter case, where the
head is in close proximity or in contact with the steel framing as it impacts the
ground (or hard road surface) significant decelerations could be experienced by the
body-spine-head structure. This contrasts with the non-impact side of the vehicle
where typically occupant space is not compromised and in many cases the space is
actually increased.

IAt the Coroner's inquest on this fatality, the vehicle manufacturer stated that the vehicle complied
with FMVSS 216 (Appendix 2) roof strength test. It is evident however, that this case also
demonstrates the significant limitations of this particular roof strength test. The vehicle in question
(refer photographs Fig 3.5) is a two door model with a wide door opening. The FMVSS test uses a
jack reacting on a large plate (1827x762mm) to load the roof structure. With the large plate
distributing the load, the test load is really taken by the B pillar, effectively bypassing the vulnerable
A pillar/ roof header beam over the driver. Thus in this case, compliance with the FMVSS 216 test,
provides no assurance that the roof strength and design is appropriate for rollovers. A realistic roof
load test for rollover protection would include, amongst other requirements, an angled drop test of
the vehicle over the A pillar roof area, similar to that which is apparently carried out by Mercedes
Benz and some other manufacturers.
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Figure 3.5
Fatal Rollover -example of high roof crush being a direct causal factor for the

driver's fatal spinal injuries (complete transection of the spinal cord at C6). The
photos show the roof crush over the driver, with the intruded roof framing and roof

pushed down over his head, with consequent cervi~al spinal fracture at C6.
(Rechnitzer, 1990)
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In summary, three main effects are seen as contributing to spinal injuries:

(i) Mechanistic - simply loss of vertical head space through intrusion, and hence

compression loading of the spine. This loading can of course far exceed any body
self-weight effects, as the car's mass itself is activated in applying this compression
loading, with the spine acting as a beam/column between the roof and seat base. In

these cases the extent of roof crush does not necessarily represent high levels of
impact loading. For example, the energy involved in the FMVSS 216 roof crush test

is typically equivalent to dropping the vehicle on to its roof from a height of only

200-300mm (Murray, 1990,1991). The proposition that the risk of spinal injury
would be similar with or with out roof crush is therefore quite misleading in these
cases.

(ii) Impact loading - Through head contact with the ledge formed by the underside
of the roof framing/door frame. This can be regarded as lack of head clearance
space as well, although the loading appears to be inertial (body mass) combined
with roof impact on a hard surface (the road). Another way of looking at this is via
the concept of supported intrusion - that is, where the head strikes the vehicle
structure which is supported (by the road in this case) the resulting stiffness causes
more serious injuries (Rechnitzer, 1993; Thomas et aI, 1991). This type of spinal
loading could also arise in cases of moderate roof intrusion, where head contact may
be with the roof structure itself, rather than the side framing.

(iii) Lack of energy absorbing padding on head contact surfaces. The main
consequence of this is that decelerations are not reduced, with consequent increased
head and spinal loads, and thus injuries.

These conclusions on the spinal injury mechanism are supported by the fact that
there were no cases where spinal injuries were received by occupants on the vehicle
side which did not impact with the ground surface. This also suggests that the
theory commonly expounded (that spinal injuries are not a function of roof intrusion
but of impact severity) is not supported by the observations of lack of injury to the

occupants on the non impact side, who would also be undergoing gross body
decelerations of possibly similar magnitude2 to the impact side occupants - yet
without experiencing the corresponding injuries. Impact severity appears to be
reflected more by overall vehicle deformation, including the lateral deformation of
the roof; and deformation over the bonnet/fender area, than simple vertical roof
crush. This last factor is more related to the relatively low strength of the roof
structure over the A pillar area, than to the high severity of impact. Of course the
other factor of note is that the relevant intrusion appears to be that occurring over
the particular occupant's seating position, not roof intrusion in general.

2 This assumption needs to be resolved with the determination of the acceleration regimes
experienced by the occupants on different sides of the vehicle, forming additional work to be carried
out as recommended in Section 5.2 (ii).
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3.4.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF MINOR AND NON-INJURY CASES

OR5,7,8, 15, 18,19,20,36,37)

This category comprised 9 crashes where the occupants received only minor or no
injuries. These cases act as a contrast group to the serious injury cases, and help

clarify those characteristics of v~hicle damage, roof crush and injury mechanisms
which contribute to the occurrence of serious injuries in rollover crashes.

Case R5 shows significant roof intrusion - but over the vacant passenger seat area,
and is suggestive of roof crush arising from a low roof strength relative to the
vehicle mass rather than any significant vertical drop height. Case R37 is similar to
R5, with moderate roof crush being over the vacant passenger seat area. Cases R7
and R20 involved the vehicle rolling onto its side or partially onto its roof as a result
of being impacted on the passenger side - there was little vehicle damage in either
case, with low energy levels involved. The driver in R8 mainly suffered bruising,
with the main impact area on the vehicle being over the rear passenger area of the
roof. Both RI5 and RI8 were rollovers resulting from the vehicle being tripped on
the soft road edge or drainage ditch - both cases show minor roof damage. The
driver in RI8 noted how she was suspended by her seat belt, with the vehicle lying
on its roof. The rollover in case RI9 was a secondary event resulting from the rear
impact. R36 shows more general roof crush over the driver's area, but with the
driver apparently sustaining no injuries.

These crashes vary from low levels of roof crush to significant levels - but typically
over the unoccupied seating area. In addition the degree of vehicle damage is
typically less than observed in the severe injury/fatal cases where not only the roof
area is commonly deformed significantly but other parts of the structure (over the
bonnet, rear panels) are also involved. Overall the impression is, not surprisingly,
that as with other minor injury crash types, the impact energies dissipated are
generally somewhat less than in serious injury crashes.

3.5 EFFECTIVENESS OF SEAT BELTS IN ROLLOVER CRASHES

From the 43 crashed vehicles, the most 'severely injured' occupant was considered
from each crash, forming a sample of 44 occupants (one cases was a double
fatality). Belt use by these occupants was: belt worn 25; doubtful 13; not worn 6.

In regard to fatalities, 6 of the occupants did not wear seat belts and were found
ejected, with injuries arising mainly from crushing as the vehicle rolled on them.
There were also cases involving partial ejection where seat belts were worn, but
were not effective in preventing head excursion outside the vehicle, leading to gross
head injuries by crushing and exposure to the road surface.

In the 9 spinal injury cases, four of the occupants wore seat belts, with the others
uncertain. From a theoretical perspective seatbelts could increase the risk of spinal
injuries in the case of significant roof intrusion as the occupant would tend to be
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kept upright and hence more susceptible to loading from the roof structure intruding
(refer photos in Figure 3.5). This contrasts with the situation where the occupant is
unrestrained and thus free to move sideways and may not necessarily be as
vulnerable to bending and compression loading of the cervical spine arising from
roof intrusion. These observations are not intended to discount the benefits of seat

belts in rollovers, but rather to emphasis the need for compatible system design:
good occupant restraint systems to be effective need to be complemented by
suitable vehicle structures able to maintain the "survival space".

Overall it would appear that seats belts are partially effective in helping to reduce
occupant injuries, but do not necessarily protect occupants from severe or fatal

injuries where significant roof deformation (vertical and lateral intrusion) occurs or

where high impact energies are involved. Seat belts do not appear to protect
occupants from severe head injuries resulting from partial ejection - the solution

.appears to be related to providing side glazing which maintains its integrity and
provides containment, hence preventing head excursion outside the vehicle.

There is also the possibility that some seat belt buckle designs may be vulnerable to
opening in rollover crashes, as noted in the review of fatal cases, suggesting the
need for further scrutiny of these buckles for this crash type. The inclusion of the
European "ball" test for seat belt buckle design should be considered. This test
simulates elbow or other limb contact with the buckle, and is designed to preclude
inadvertent opening.

3.6 VEHICLE STRUCTURE AND ROOF STRUCTURE PERFORMANCE

For sedans and station wagons, the main observations in the higher severity crashes
relates to the buckling and bending of the A and B pillars - resulting in roof
intrusion and side sway of the roof structure. The consequence of this has been
described previously in terms of occupant injuries and risk.

For 4WD type vehicles, in particular, the structural integrity of the roof structure
was often inadequate. The roof sheeting separated from the framing and this
permitted ejection of the occupants. This was particularly noticeable on some of the
Toyota Landcruiser models where the roof is constructed of fibreglass (refer photos
in Figure 3.2) or light metal sheeting. In addition the structural strength of the A
pillars appears weak relative to the vehicle mass. The Toyota Tarago (Case R14)
also showed inadequate attention to roof framing and A and B pillar strength. There
was a significant failure in the B pillar spot weld connection to the floor structure
which directly contributed to the high levels of roof intrusion.

The other features noted were the lack of any significant roof padding either on the
roof itself or around the roof framing; and the inappropriate placement of grab
handles above the occupants' heads, which may add to head injury risk.
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Since rollovers can also result in significant lateral impact of the occupant against
the inside face of the door, door padding (similar to that required for side impacts in
general) would be expected to help reduce injuries from these impact motions.

3.7 COUNTERMEASURES TO REDUCE RISK OF SERIOUS INJURY

In summary, based on the observations from the detailed crash investigations, the
following vehicle design changes would reduce the risk of serious or fatal injuries.
The proposed enhancements are complementary, with the maximum benefit
obtained when they are implemented together as a system.

(i) Maintain side window integrity to prevent head excursions outside vehicle.

This could be achieved by using laminated glass or other plastic type materials. This
measure would prevent many of the severe and fatal head injuries arising from head
excursion and crushing between the vehicle roof/structure and ground surface. It
would be effective for belted or unbelted occupants, as well as in situations where
significant roof deformation occurs. One possible problem with 'security glazing' is
that in certain emergency situations escape from the vehicle may be more difficult.
The need for improved glazing also applies to the rear window and windscreen,
with laminated glass and improved glass retention required for both, helping to
further reduce the risk of ejection.

(ii) Increase roof framing and A and B pillar load capacityfor axial loading and
sidesway loading; and improve roof integrity.

This measure would provide maintenance of head space and reduce the risk of
spinal loading arising from roof intrusion. It would also reduce the risk of partial
occupant ejection by better maintaining the vehicle cell around the occupant.
Improving roof integrity relates particularly to certain model 4WD vehicle, where
sheeting (whether made of fibreglass or steel) is poorly attached, and comes loose in
rollover crashes, allowing occupant ejection. Australia currently has no design rule
requirements (ADRs) for roof strength or integrity.

(iii) Provide interior padding to all potential 'head' contact surfaces: the roof
itself and the roof framing above the door.

This measure serves a number of purposes including helping to reduce the risk of
brain injury, skull fractures, severe scalp lacerations and possibly spinal loading.

(iv) Modify design of door/roof framing to reduce risk of occupants head being
able to 'lock in' against this framing and hence result in excessive spinal loading.

This measure recognises that severe spinal injuries can arise from contact with this
part of the vehicle structure. The countermeasure requires the achievement of a
smooth surface that deflects the head away.
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(v) Improve the performance of seat belts to reduce vertical movements of
occupants in rollovers.

This could possibly be achieved by the use of belt pretensioners and by integrating
the seat belts system into the seat. The seat /head rest could also be made sufficient
to act as built-in rollbar for each occupant. However as improved restraint system

performance could also result in increased vulnerability of the occupant to roof

intrusion, enhanced roof strength is a complementary prerequisite.

(vi) Improve door integrity and add energy-absorbingpadding to doorface.

This measure includes the addition of energy absorbing padding and improved door

latch strength. It is aimed at reducing the injuries arising from the occupant's lateral

impact against the inside face of the doors, and to further reduce the risk of ejection
through the door opening. Padding needed to meet projected side-impact
requirements would be appropriate for this objective.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

(I) LITERATURE REVIEW

• Rollover accidents are recognised as serious accidents. Estimates of incidence

are variable, depending on crash classification and severity of injury, but are in
the range 3% to 12% of serious injury accidents in general.

• Rollovers are largely single-vehicle accidents and occur predominantly at high

speed, on rural roads and at night. Severe injuries are particularly associated
with ejection, which carries high risk of serious or fatal injuries, but which is to
some extent an indicator of the crash severity. Ejection, however, may be a
somewhat less important mechanism in Australian rollover accidents, because of
the high belt-wearing rate.

• In restrained occupants, injuries occur, in descending order, to head, upper
limbs, chest, lower limbs and neck, but, for AIS3+, head and chest predominate.
For unrestrained occupants, head and chest predominate in AIS3+ injuries. The

.restraint system is protective in rollovers, largely by preventing ejection.

• With regard to vehicle factors, rollover propensity is the product of the
propensity for entering a rollover situation (a function of wheelbase among
other factors) and propensity to roll given this entry, a function of Vehicle
Stability Factor or, equivalently, Tilt Table Ratio.

• At the start of most rollovers, the vehicle has a significant lateral velocity. The
initiation is a tripping mechanism with the wheels engaging soil, kerb, gutter or
simply the pavement after a yaw manoeuvre. The occupants become displaced
from their seats and move towards and may impact the roof and may impose
high loads on glazing and doors.

• The main factors related to injury severity, namely the rollover event, ejection
and vehicle speed are interrelated, but each makes an independent contribution.
Analysis is impeded by the lack of a measure of accident severity applicable to
rollover and non-rollover crashes: estimates of speed in rollovers are unreliable
and not necessarily relevant.

• Experimental rollovers (though open to criticism) and simulations based on
them show that the occupant is subject to substantial accelerations. The body
moves "upward" from the seat so that the head is on or close to the roof. In cars
with strengthened roofs, the neck loads were significantly lower than in cars
with standard roofs.
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• The experimental rollovers described used standard dummies developed for
modelling the body in frontal impacts and may not respond appropriately in a
rollover crash test. It may be that a rollover dummy should be developed, as SID
and EUROSID were developed for the needs of side impacts. The prospects for
developing a performance test, comparable to the frontal and side impact tests,
seem remote, so that it will be necessary to depend on an enhanced component
test

• In mass data and other crash collections, the weight of evidence is in agreement
with a relationship between roof crush and occupant injury. There is a
convincing relationship between rollover and spinal cord injury. Finally, there is
strong evidence of a connection between local roof crush and spinal cord injury.

• Experience from road and track racing indicates that rollcages have been highly
effective in injury prevention in severe rollovers.

(11) CRASH INVESTIGATIONS

• Ejection is a significant factor in fatal cases. Of the 13 fatalities, ejection
occurred in approximately 50% of the cases (seat belts not worn), with the
vehicle rolling on the ejected occupant in over half of these cases. Partial
ejection of the head can occur for belted occupants, with both cases in this series
resulting in crushing head injuries. This partial ejection can arise due to side
glass window breakage and vertical and lateral deformation of the roof, thus
exposing the occupant's head.

• Current seatbelt designs are only partially effective in rollover crashes:

(i) They provide little effective restraint against head excursion outside the
vehicle, exposing the occupant to the risk of gross head injuries from contact
with the road or being crushed between the vehicle structure and road surface.

(ii) In some vehicles, the seatbelt buckle design may be deficient for rollover
conditions, and may unlatch during the rollover (in two fatal cases, the occupant
was found ejected, the belt buckle was found undone, but the seatbelt showed
signs of loading).

• Lack of roof integrity on certain vehicle models (particularly 4WDs) contributes
significantly to severe injury risk. In a number of cases, including fatalities, roof
sheeting came free of the roof structure either allowing partial or full ejection.

• Nearly all roof structures and framing are unpadded and contribute to occupant
head injuries, including scalp lacerations, skull fractures and brain injury.

• Severe spinal injuries arise from three main vehicle design related factors:
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(i) Mechanistic- simply the loss of vertical occupant space (by significantly
exceeding the occupant's normal sitting height) through roof intrusion, both

vertical and lateral, thereby imposing bending and compression loading of the
spme.

(H) Impact loading - via head contact with the ledge formed by the underside

of the roof and door frame. This structure is in close proximity to the

occupant's head, and can result in inertial body load acting on the cervical
spine, as well as the transmission of roof impact loading to the head from roof

contact with the road surface. In these cases the head loading and impact is
with "supported" structures3, a situation which is known to exacerbate the

risk of serious injuries

(Hi) There is a lack of effective padding on potential head contact surfaces,
and consequently no intervening energy absorbing structure to reduce impact

and acceleration loads acting on the spine or head.

• High levels of roof intrusion do not necessarily reflect the severity of the
rolIover, but also relate to vehicle roof structure load capacity, particularly over
the A-pillar area. Only when combined with general levels of vehicle structure
deformation is roof intrusion a more accurate reflection of impact severity. Roof
crush is only really relevant when it occurs near the particular occupant's
seating position.

• Severe injuries (to non-ejected occupants), particularly to the head, spine, or
thorax, only appeared to occur to occupants seated on that side of the vehicle
where significant roof contact with the ground/road occurred, or where there
was significant roof crush. For example, in cases with both the driver and front
seat passenger are present, serious or fatal injuries were sustained typically by
'only the impact side occupants, with the other receiving minor injuries. Thus
these severe injuries cannot be ascribed to crash severity alone.

• The actual injuries received by occupants in a rollover, are also partially
dependent on "luck" - e.g the exact position of the occupant's body as the
v~hicle rolls. In some cases roof crush can be high, but it would appear that the
occupant's trunk and head is positioned either forward, to the side, or rearwards,
ensuring that significant direct loading is not applied to body.

3 This is analogous to the concept of supported intrusion" referred to by Thomas et al (1991) and
Rechnitzer (1993) and refers to the situation where the head strikes the vehicle structure which is
supported by the striking object, and hence has an increased stiffness (leading to increased
accelerations), leading to a higher injury risk.
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VEHICLE DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS

Based on the observations from the detailed investigations of the 43 crashes and the

literature review, the following vehicle design changes would both reduce the risk
and severity of serious injuries arising in rollover crashes.

(i) Maintain side window integrity to prevent head excursions outside vehicle.
This could be improved by using laminated glass or other plastic type materials ..

(ii) Increase roofframing and A and B pillar strength, for axial loading and side
sway loading, and require a minimum standardfor roof integrity.

This measure would provide maintenance of head space and reduce the risk of
spinal loading arising from roof intrusion. It would also reduce the risk of partial
occupant The only current roof strength standard is FMVSS 216, used in the United
States, but this does not address these requirements adequately.

(iii) Provide interior energy absorbing padding to potential head contact surfaces
- the roof itself and theframing above the door.

This measure is aimed reducing the risk of brain injury, skull fractures, severe scalp
lacerations and possibly spinal loading.

(iv) Modify the design of door/roof framing to reduce risk of occupant's head
being able to 'lock in' against this framing and hence result in excessive spinal
loading.

This measure recognises that severe spinal injuries can arise from contact with this
part of the vehicle structure- the countermeasure is to provide a smooth surface
without edges - but exactly how to achieve this is not yet clear.

(v) Improve the performance of seat belts to reduce vertical and lateral
movements of occupants in rollovers.

This could possibly be achieved by pretensioners and integrating the seat belt
system into the seat. The seat /head rest could then also act as a built in rollbar for
each occupant. However as this measure would also appear to make the occupant
more vulnerable to injury from roof intrusion, a complementary requirement is for
improved roof strength as per item (ii).
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(vi) Improve door integrity and add energy absorbing side padding.

This measure is aimed at reducing the injuries arising from the occupant's lateral

impact against the inside face of the doors. Padding performance requirements
would be similar to that needed for side impact protection.

5.2 ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

The following additional analyses and research projects are aimed at clarifying
occupant kinematics in rollovers and resultant head and spinal loads. These analyses
and tests would provide basic data for use in the development of performance and

strength criteria for vehicle structures, restraint systems and interiors to better
protect occupants in roll over crashes.

(i) Vehicle Drop Tests.

Conduct 'drop' tests of vehicles to examine roof strength and roof crush over the A

pillar area; thereby correlating observed vehicle roof crush levels for the spinal and
other serious injury cases. These tests should include measurements of acceleration
levels at various key areas on the vehicle structure (roof areas, roof framing, seat

etc) and also determine the dynamic versus residual deformations. Ideally,
appropriate anthropomorphic dummies would be used in these tests to provide

corresponding measurement of spinal loads, head accelerations, and comparison of

results for the impact side versus the non impact side occupants. These drop test
could be conducted at an appropriate angle to simulate different head positions of

the dummy: in particular in contact with the roof or in contact with the underside of
the roof/door framing (refer Figure 3.3 & 3.4)

(ii) Computer simulation and modelling

Simulate rollover crashes using Madymo or other computer analysis programs.
These analyses would help provide data to clarify the head and spinal loadings on
the vehicle occupants, taking into account restraint system characteristics; different
levels of roof strength (intrusion); and effectiveness of interior padding. It would
also clarify the different load/acceleration regime experienced by the impact side
versus the non-impact side occupant.

(Hi) Investigate restraint system performance.

By using vehicle inversion rigs, the effectiveness of various improvements to seat
belt systems can be investigated. These include seatbelts integral with the seat· and
webbing pretensioners. The other aspect to be investigated is the seat belt buckle
design and performance in relation to rollover crash factors, and ascertain which, if
any, current designs are vulnerable to opening in the rollover environment.
Rollovers can produce significantly different seatbelt loadings than is typical of
frontal and side impacts, including the possibility of buckles being impacted by the
occupant's elbows or hands.
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APPENDIX 1

CRASH INVESTIGATIONS: -CASE SUMMARIES AND PHOTOGRAPHSSUMMARY OF CASES (43)
Case

VehicleFatal!Age, Sex,Roof CrushSeatbelt

no.

modelInjury/weight,Dimension at seatingworn

seating
height,position

position

AS W HAB

RI

I Datsun 1973 Minor, mainly frontal
and rear impactR6

I Suzuki Swiftdriver (F)28, M, ,171800mm 730mmyes
1990

rear ps (I)- 900900

RIO
I Alpha driver (F)40,Mnil-driver partiallyI no

Romeo 1977
ejected, crushed by

vehicleR13
I Toyota4WDdriver (F)23,Mhigh crush, roof cameI yes

ute 1975
off

RI4
I Toyota driver (F)63,F,81,162620

I yesTarago 1984
passg. (F)70,M,56,157700 yes(?)

ejectedRI6

I Ford Falcondriver (F)43,M,600,740 no-ejected
1986

passeg.- 740900 ?

R22

I Falcon GLIdriver - 840920 yes
1992

passeg.(F)19,M,108,184860950 no-ejected
R23

I Holden driver (F)-,M,70,175700800 no ejected
Kingswood

passg.--,M,90,180700840 no(?)
1970 R30

I Nissan 10,F,450800 front? probably
Urvan 1983

6,M,30,900rear Ibut loose
1000

rear 2lap.
R39

I Datsun driver (H)21,F,152,48770890 yes
120Y 1975

fit ps.(F)23,M,76,179660750 yes
R43

I Toyota Landdriver (H)F roof panel came off,no?

cruiser -tray
pass. (F) occupants ejected

pass (H)R46
I Commodore I driver (F)46,M,84,1748401010 ejected?

pass (H)

760900

R2 I Nissan Driver (I)

\ 34,M, 64, 170 I 65mm intusionI yes?Bluebird,
(loading-nil)

1983 Rll
I Ford driver (I)

\32,
I 200mm crushI yes

Fairlane
M,110,180

1979 RI2
I Toyota driver (1)117, F, 73,174 I 7901000I yes

Landcruiser
L plates

19854WD
frI Ino1000I yes

passg(l).
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Case I
Vehicle
I

FataV Age, Sex,
Roof Crush I

Seatbelt
no.

modelInjury/weight,Dimension at seatingworn
seating

height,position
position

AS W HAB

"m1 ......... ~C ~;·OSRm
~.,Ford

Econovan1985R25
Toyota driver (1)37,M,95,183750860 I yes (all)

Corona s/w
fp (I)38,F,76,163600700

1984
3 rearaged 6,8,8 (F)860

pass.

-830

R26
I Mazda626driver(1)42,M,720800 I no

1979
fp (UI) 730850

R27
I Nissan driver (I)23,M,68,185600650 IY

Pulsar 1991
fp (VI) 810900

R29
I Commodoredriver (I)-,M,65-730960 I yes

1988
760960

R31
I Toyota driver (1)19,F,60,167750 (300 at side)I ?

HiLux tray

600 (400 at side)
1987 R32

I SuzukiVitaradriver (H)24,M,65,169600850 I yes
1992

pass. (VI) 700900

R33
I Nissan driver (H)42, M,90, 178750850 I ?

Skyline 3/90

780850

R35

I Ford Falcondriver (I)-F 400700 I yes
10/92

500650

R38
I Toyota driver(H)22,F,70,161800900 I yes

landcruiser
660840

R3

R17

I Commodoredriver (P)23,M,72,175low crush (lOOmm)no (?)
1989

ejected
R21

I Falcon GLIdriver (P)22,M,60,164400640 yes
1992

2 passg. 740900 yes (FP); ?
R28

I Ford Laserdriver (P)25,F,44,158460750 yes
1989

fp (i)28,M,70,173720930 yes
R34

I Ford Falcondriver (UI)-,M750900 ?
12/86

front ps.(I)-,F, 680850 ?
R40

I Commodoredriver (P)38,F,57,163760860 yes?
10/92

830990

R42
I Toyota driver (P)30,M,183,70,560740

I yesCresida
fps (UI) 9001000 yes

10/89 R44
I Range Roverdriver (-)53,F,72,1688601040 yes

6/92
frt ps (Pp)62,M, 78,180470750 yes

R45
I Toyota driver38,F,790900 yes

Corona 1991
(quad.)
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Case I
Vehicle
I

Fatall Age, Sex,
Roof Crush I

Seatbelt
no.

modelInjury/weight,Dimension at seatingworn
seating

height,position
position

AS W HAB

II~
R5

I Peugot 504driver-nil-M --minor- I yes (?)
1974

300mm max fr ps
R7

I Suzuki nil- nil rolled onto side

Hatch 1984 R8
I Toyota Secadriver --F nil-150crush at rearI yes

1985
bruises (seat back failed)

R15

I Holden driver (I)-M 640900 I yes
Camira 1988

750900

R18
I Toyota driver-20's,F720870 yes

Corona 1979
760870

R19
I Mazda 1300driver (I)22,F680840 yes(?)

1975

720850

mainly rear impact,seat nack failedR20 I Datsun 200B I driver (NI) I M
1820

850
pesm1979

820850,
rolled onto sideR36

I Mazda626driver (UI)-F 550700 I yes
5/81

child (VI) 700850

R37

I Daihatsu driver (VI)22?,F780830 I yes
Charade

600750
10/88
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ROLLOVERCRASHSTUDY

CRASHES INVOLVING FATALITIES

12 CASES

RI R6
RIO RI3
R14 R16
R22 R23
R30 R39.
R43 R46



I ii ...• i· i .•••. iiCRASH.QETAiL.$ii·····1
Vehicle was hit from behind during a right-hand turn andP~s~ed int~ ~e;afuof ~noncomi~~
vehicle, resulting in a frontal impact, with the vehicle finally coming to rest on its roof.

/Minor roof sheeting
deformation

SOURCE OF INJURY

Internal injuries probably
seat belt lap strap, during
frontal impact. Following
the rear impact and the seat
back failure, the location of
the lap belt may have
slipped up too high in
relation to the pelvis

4
4
2
2

3
4

3

OCCUPANT
INJURIES

Multiple injuries (jatality):
ruptured liver
ruptured spleen
ruptured R kidney (minor)
fractured ribs (4th, 5th) R
massive haemoperitoneum
cerebellar haemorrhage
minor
subarachnoid haemorrhage
minor
numerous lacerations face,
chin
bruising to face, thorax,
abdomen, extremities

OCCUPANT

Driver, Female, 41y,
seat belt worn

Fatality.

Front and rear crush, seat belt webbing
fractured seat-back frame.

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
Nil regarding rollover, as significant injuries were sustained as a result of the frontal impact, the
rollover being secondary.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
Nil regarding rollover.
Improved seat back strength for rear impacts.

,--------rI"
(•.•I

'-\-----7
'--------

,
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ROAD SURFACE



ROLLOVER CASE Ri



CASENo.R6

\

//-'
.;;;/

/;/~

,-;;:::;:::/'
•.. /,,,

/::::::::::/

/'" " " " " " "

~,
D C B A

Side windows broken, intrusion
of A and B-pillar and roof structure
exposing driver's head to direct
contact with road surface
(impact and abrasion).

<V$HICLE DETAill;$<

Suzuki Swift, 19902 door hatch.

INJURY CLASS

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
Reduce roof crush and lateral deformation.
'Laminated' side window to retain occupant and reduce exposure to road surface.

< <OCCUPANttNJURIE$ii tiit?
OCCUPANT

INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY· Scalp abrasions/lacerations 1· Multiple skull fractures 2
Driver (Male,

·Diffuse sllb-arachnoid 3Head exposed to direct
28y,171cm, 'slim' build)

haemorrhagecontact/impact and abrasion
Seat belt worn.

·Disruption of cerebral cortex 6with road surface.
on frontal lobe. · Liver laceration 2· Contusion -face 1· Abrasion face & hand 1

Front Passenger
Minor injuries-

Rear Psgr (Drvr side)
Head injuries-[Details not available]

Rear Psgr (Psgr side)
Minor injuries-

..... i VEHICLE D.~SIGNCOMMENT
Roof crush plus lateral intrusion of roof on drivers side exposed the drivers head to the road
surface.

CRASH DETAILS

Vehicle struck two cows on highway, it rolled an estimated 3 times, landing back on it's wheels.

VEHICLE DAMAGE

Minor frontal deformation, right-hand roof crush, with high levels of side abrasion evident on the
A-pillar and door frame on both sides of vehicle. On drivers side roof was crushed down to top of
head rest with 150mm lateral intrusion.





ROLLOVER CRASH STUDY CASE No. R10

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Very little damage to vehicle - indicating a 'mild' roll of the car. Drivers door was bent outwards
indicating lateral loading from the driver. Driver was found trapped under vehicle.

CRASH DETAILS

Vehicle lost control, struck grass verge/gravel, causing vehicle to roll. The driver wasn't wearing
a seatbelt and was partially ejected, crushed by the car as it rolled.

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
INJURIES·AISSOURCE OF INJURY· Bruising, thigh, patella, 1

lower leg, thoraxDriver, male, 40y,

·Rib fractures (2-4) R 2Driver was crushed by car
172cm, 62kg.

·# Base of skull('hinge' 4as it rolled onto him.

fracture) · Extradural Haemorrhage 4· Subdural Haemorrhage 4· Brainstem Haemorrhage 5· Massive haemorrhage of 4

lungs

No roof crush

VEHICLE DETAILS

Alfa Sud, 2 door.

INJURY CLASS
Fatality.

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
Partial ejection can occur even in low severity rollovers.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
'Laminated' side window to reduce risk of ejection.

ROAD SURFACE

ROAD SURFACE

NRMFRMDM.CDR



ROLL OVER CASE RIO



0ASENo. R13

Driver lost control on bend, vehicle crossed to other side of road, up and along top of
embankment, rolling several times before striking a power pole.

GROUND SURFACE \\" " " " " " '\\
\;\,\\,

\;:~::~~'::::======::::::::=====>

Impact with intruded car
structure and possibly pole.

Toyota Landcruiser 4WD ute.

INJURIES

• Bilateral pulmonary contusion
• # R ribs 1-4 with haemothorax
• Fractured right scapula
• Subarachnoid haemorrhage
• Cerebral haematoma
• Intimal tear to aorta
• Numerous lacerations and

abrasions (head, trunk, & limbs)

OCCUPANT

Driver, Male, 23y,
185cm, 95kg.

(Seatbelt worn)

. came
• Roof framing including A-pillar crushed down.
• Rear roll-bar fractured and torn from mounting.
• Very solid bullbar torn from chassis mounting.

,-:-~:::::.:-.:-.:-.:-.:-~-;~~fsheeting
separated
from framing

Bull-bar \"II'---",
tore \ n

free fro~ \ \tmounting \ \ \ \
\ \ \-J
" ,

3:Jtf:l!Jns aNna!JtA\ "----------

POtl:NTIAlbOESlSNCOUNTEAMEASURES
• Increase roof integrity
• Standard for roll-bars including QA.

(These measures may still not have been adequate as final impact was with pole)

• Roof structure
• Roll-bar - though of large diameter tube - poorly mounted and inadequately welded.

NAMFAMDM.CDR
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BOI:.LOVER CRASH STUDY CASE No. R14

CRASH DETAILS

Vehicle was on straight section of Hume Hwy, veered onto left side grass verge - lost control and
cut across roadway, rolled down roadside embankment (3m high). Male passenger found ejected.

2 Fatalities.
INJURY CLASS VEHICLE DETAILS

Toyota Tarago 1984

ORIG
A- B=

980
c= 0=

VEHICLE DAMAGE

Severe roof deformation over passenger compartment and over length of vehicle on driver's side;
side structure buckled outwards.

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
INJURIESAISSOURCE OF

INJURY· Multiple rib fractures with bilateral haemothoracies 4
Driver,

·Crush fracture of 1st, 4th & 5th thoracic vertebral 2Consistent

Female, 63y,
bodies with

83kg, 1.62m

·Horizontal fracture through mid sternum. 2compression
(Seatbelt worn)

·Bi-lateral pulmonary contusion 4loading,· Abrasions lower extremities and neck 1vertically -· Bruising thorax, upper and lower extremities 1including high
roof crushFront

·Multiple rib fractures with bi-lateral haemothoracies 5.Head

Passenger,

·# Left clavicle (midshaft) 2impact/
Male,70y,

·Complex vault fracture of skull 4crush

56kg

·Subdural haemorrhage 4between
(Seatbelt may

·Extradural haemorrhage 4roof edge
have been

·Haemorrhage to parietal and frontal lobes of brain 4and ground
worn)

·Bruising/ abras. to face, upper and lower 1.Ejection.
extremities

Heavy
bending
of side
framing

\

Passenger
found ejected

beside vehicle
(Seat belt

shows signs
of loading

- appears to
have been

worn)

! Blood and
, i hair found

r i i on outside1'1 gutter edge
: : of roof, :

;' ,/-"'-"""

\_J--_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;':::-::':':'::::'-:::':::-:::'::::::::::::.:::-::;------- ROAD SURFACE

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT

A-pillar and B-pillar structure inadequate to take rollover forces - poor detailing of B-pillar
connection to floor structure allowed spot welds to separate and side structure to buckle
outwards increasing the roof crush.
Seat belt buckle design - allows opening of seat buckle by impact from hand or elbow as can
occur in rollover.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES

Strengthen roof structure.
Laminate side windows.
Seat belt buckle to be designed to preclude inadvertent opening due to striking by limbs.

" " " " "-"-",
ROAD SURFACE ''<::::> _

.•..•. ----------------------------
_______:::::::::::::::::::::f, ~ " "



ROLLOVER CASE R14



Side
intrusion
of roof header
at B-pillar to centre
of head rest
ROAO SURFACE

3 I Probably arising from

3 ejection and possible
3 crushing load from vehicle.
2
5
2
2
2
3
3
1
I

AIS
5• Fractured ribs 2-8 R; ribs 2-9 L

with haemothorax

• Lacerated left lung
• Contusion left lung
• Fractured left/right clavicle

• Lacerated right ventricle heart
• Lacerated pericardium

# skull-parietal bone
# skull-temporal bone

• # base of skull

• Subarachnoid haemorrhage
cerebrum

• Abrasions face, abdomen

• Bruising to thorax, skull
Minor injuriesFront Passenger

(Seat belt possibly
worn)

OCCUPANT

Driver, Male, 43y
(deceased)

(No seatbelt)

I~il . ,YEHt§L!;QS$!I3"'§OMM§~T( I

POYENTIAliI5ESIGN·CQUNTERMEASURES
Laminated side and rear windows to prevent ejection.

NAMFAMDM.COA
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CRASH STUDY

CRASH DETAILS

Travelling at estimated 160kmh around corner, lost control, crossed to other side of road,
travelled 250m and down embankment becoming airborne - rolled several times. Heavy passenger
(deceased) was ejected and impacted fence some 50m away from vehicle. (Alcohol involvement)

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT

Heavy
indentation

on roof

framing 
possibly from

shoulder

(collarbone)
contact

ROAO SURFACE

DRV PAS
A- 840 860
8", 920 950
C'"
0-;;;

Minor roof

~ damage only

D C B A

~

Front and rear
crush indicates that
vehicle rolled
end for end

\

Indentation from head
contact at roof header

Passenger
was ejected
some 50m +

Passenger's
door open and
heavily
deformed frame
from internal
lateral impact

VEHICLE DETAILS

Ford Falcon GLI, 10/1992

INJURY CLASS

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver,22y
Fractured collarboneContact with roof framing

(seat belt)
above door.

Front Passenger,

•Ruptured: - liver 5
Male 19y,

•Ruptured - spleen 4
100+kg

•Ruptured - L kidney 4• Ejection & impact with
(not belted)

•Massive internal 3fence or tree branch.
haemorrhage (Fatality)

•# base of skull 3• Head contact with roof
•

Subarachnoid haemorrhage- 3header
cerebellum •

Haemorrhage -brain stem 5• Door contact
•

Rib fractures - 2-9 R, 1-2 4
L, with haemothorax. •

Bi-latera11ung contusions 4
•

Ruptured diaphragm 3
•

# L humerus 2
•

Bruising to face, skull 1
•

Numerous abrasions to 1
neck, abdomen, thorax, upper & lower extremities

Vehicle cabin largely intact.
Lack of padding on roof framing.
Revise door design to prevent opening from inward lateral loading.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
Padding on roof header.

Improve door lock strength.

Fatality

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Crush to front and rear of car, front passenger door heavily deformed. Very little roof damage.
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R23

iOav PAS
700 700
800 840

B AD C

ROAD SURFACE

Driver ejected
and crushed
by rolling vehicle

Car rolled onto deceased

after he was ejected,
crushing him.

2
I
3
2
I

6

4

5
2

Minor injuries

INJURIES
Deceased.

Head partially crushed 
brain partly macerated.
-haemorrhage-cerebellum,
-haemorrhage-brainstem
Multiple skull fractures to
parietal, frontal & occipital
bones
# R & L orbit
Lacerations to face
# R ulna-comminuted

Degloving R elbow
Abrasions, shoulder trunk

OCCUPANT

Driver, Male, 23y,
183cm, (no seat belt)

[?]

Front Passenger?
(possible seat belt)

[Unclear who was driver]

Vehicle was travelling along highway when it veered to the left into grass and gravel verge for
about 54m. The vehicle lost control and slid across the road to the right and rolled. Deceased was
thrown onto roadway and then car rolled on top of him. (Alcohol involvement)

VEHICl,~OES/()N COMMENT
Windscreen was not laminated and was disintegrated.

POTENTIALOES/GNCOUNTERMEAsURES
Laminated front screen - remaining in place.



ROLLOVER CASE R23



No. R30

o c B A

l?A:S

800
900

Damage shown
at rear seat
(Fatality on
left side)

impact with tree trunk

SOURCE OF INJURY

contact with side of car or
adjacent passenger

2
1
1
1

2
3

6

2
1
?

AISINJURIES

no injuries
• # skull -vault,
• lacerated scalp
• head injury- not specified
• Fatal.

• Atlanto -occipital dislocation &
transected brain stem

• # R temporal bone
• subarrachnoid haemorrahage

cerebral area
• # R & L clavicle
• # ribs L & R (Ist)
• # mandible
• abrasions to face, jaw, shoulder,

neck

• bruising to shoulder, scalp
• lacerations to face

Minor injuries

R rear psgr F, lOy

Other passengers
Seat belts appear to have

been on for all

passengers (lap belts
only in rear seats)

OCCUPANT
DriVer

Centre rear psgr, M,
6y

iVEHJCL~P~Sl(;NqQM!i/lEN7;i···
Review effectiveness of lap belts for small children! .

Inil POTENTIAL DESIGNCc:JtiJJJTERMEASURES I



ROLLOVER CRASH STUDY CASENo.R39

CRASH DETAILS

Car went onto soft edge of road and overcorrected, rolled several times on bitumen road.
Deceased passenger found still in seat with seat belt on.

F

65mm
~ outward

deformation
of door

E
FRNTIREA

~~

DRY PAS
A = 720 660
B = 870 750
c=
D=

,
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Heavy lateral sway and intrusion crushed between roof
of roof over passenger and road surface

ROAD SURFACE
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D C B A

Door bent
outwards 
lateral impact
from driver

~~

VEHICLE DETAILS

Datsun 120y wagon 1975

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Female 21y,
• Fractured pelvis (pubic ramus)2-impact with door-

48kg, 152cm
• Lung contusion3

• Abdominal mesenteric tear,

2-seat beIt(?)
• Abrasions L & R foot

1

Front Psgr, Male, 23y,
• Deceased. Head crushed between roof

76kg, 179cm
• Contusion R lung3(above door frame) and

(seatbelt on)
• Comminuted # vault of skull3road surface.

• Avulsion cerebral hemispheres

6
from cerebellum & brains tern • Extradural haemorrhage

4

• Subdural haemorrhage

4

• Abrasions forehead, neck, ear,
1

forearm, wrist, hand, fingers

INJURY CLASS

1 Fatality. Hospital

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
Driver's door was bent outwards 140mm and 'flattened' ie. the inner and outer faces of the

door were compressed together, probably from the lateral impact of the driver. The
compression of the door meant that there was no 'padding' left to absorb energy from occupant
contact, particularly if contact was made as the vehicle rolled and the door was reacting against
the road surface.

The roof intrusion and lateral deformation of the roof structure exposed the driver's head to
the road surface and crushing between the vehicle and road.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
• Stronger roof structure to reduce intrusion and sidesway.
• Laminated side windows

• Improved door structure, with interipr padding for occupant protection in lateral loading

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Roof crush on passenger side (fatality) and heavy distortion of vehicle body. Significant panel
abrasion and distortion; heavy outward distortion of driver's door, passenger's door also bowed
outwards. Driver's seatbelt found torn.





CASE No. R43

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
Roof structure appears to be lightweight construction, with roof sheeting only connected at a few
discrete locations. Roof structural integrity is quite inadequate.

All 3 occupants
were ejected

VEHICAE OETAILS>

Toyota Landcruiser utility - tray truck.

INJURY CLASS

OCCUPANT INJURIES,

OCCUPANT

INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY
Driver

injured* ejected
Front Psgr, F,

• Deceased. ejected
• # vault of skull (frontal

2
bones) • # base of skull

3
• Contusion and laceration of

6
brain involving frontal, temporal & occipital lobes• Contusion L breast, R & L

1
orbits, L mandible • Abrasions-hip, breast, thigh,

1
lower leg, handdriver/front passenger,

injured- details not availableejected
M, (seat belts probably notworn)

1 Fatality

POTE~nALDE~GNCOUNTERMEASURES
Design roof sheeting to form integral part of roof framing!
laminate side glass for side windows and improved glass retention for windscreen and rear window
glass

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Vehicle lost tray, roof structure significantly deformed with roof sheeting totally dislodged. Front
and rear window glass dislodged from framing.

CRASH DETAILS

Vehicle lost control on left hand gravel shoulder while negotiating right-hand bend. Driver
corrected vehicle back onto roadway and consequently rolled several times, ejecting all 3
occupants.



ROLLOVER CASE R43r



VEHICLE DAMAGE
Moderate roof crush on driver's and passenger's side ..

CRASH DETAILS

Police car in pursuit, lost control on gravel shoulder, hit culver and rolled. Driver found ejected
beside vehicle.

FE

CASE No. R46

D V p,

A= 840 760
B= 1010 900
c= 810 800
D = 900 850

o C B A

~~

ROLLOVER CRASH STUDY

VEHICLE DETAILS
Holden Commodore 10/92

INJURY CLASS

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
SIGNIFICANT INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, M, 46y,
• fatal. Difficult to diagnose -as

84kg,174cm
• Subarachnoid haemorrhage3there was no noticeable

(seatbelt??)
• Fracture/ dislocation T6-T75contact with vehicle

• # sternum
2interior or steering wheel.

• # ribs L, 1-5; # ribs R, 1-8

5Injuries may be due to seat
• Mediastinal haemorrhage full

6belt & ejection
thickness injury R ventricle

(also refer case R14).
• Bruise/abrasion ankle. lower leg,

1

calf, chest, abdomen, ear, zygoma, R neck• Contusion- L neck, R temple, L-

1

forehead, chin, R shoulder, R scalp, L ear• Laceration R forehead, R elbow
1

front psgr, M

minor injuries

Fatal

ROAD SURFACE

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
The driver's seat belt appears to have been worn (loading marks on D ring). Could it have
released during rollover (fatal injuries are very similar to case R14).

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
Check seat belt buckle performance in rollover situation and accidental opening mechanisms.
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ROLLOVERCRASHSTUDY

CRASHES INVOLVING HOSPITALISATION
(SERIOUS SPINAL INJURIES ARE GROUPED SEP ARA TEL Y

13 CASES

R2
Rll R12
R24 - R27

R29
R31- R33
R35 R38



CASE No. R2

VEHICLE DAMAGE

Inward deformation of A-pillar (75mm) toward driver's head. Some crush to front fender from
rollover. Side window was not broken and was found wound down most of the way.

CRASH DETAILS

Vehicle was towing a trailer on a raised highway. The rear tyre apparently blew out causing the
car to lose control, run down the roadside embankment, and roll; striking branches and bottles
lying beside the roadway. A branch apparently came through the drivers side window, striking the
driver's head.
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VEHICLE DETAILS
Nissan Bluebird 1983 4 door sedan.

INJURY CLASS

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT

INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Male, 34y, 64kg,

·Facial lacerations to middle 2Treebranchandbroken
170cm. Seat belt

of forehead (contaminatedglasslyingonground

probably worn.
glass/wood) .contacted as vehicle rolled· Depressed left supraorbital 2onto it.

fracture. · Haematoma L supraorbital 1
region Front Passenger.

Minor injuries.-

Hospital.

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
Roof crush was 'minor'.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES

Laminated side glass could prevent contact with objects outside vehicle, or penetration into vehicle
as it is rolling on the ground.
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CASE No. R11

B·Pilr
150
270
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VElilClE DETAILS

Ford Fairlane, 12/1979,4 door sedan.

INJURY CI.;ASS

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT

Exposed metal edges of roof framing only covered by thin roof lining material - hence head
contact with these edges is not prevented. This door trim is made of coarsely textured material
which may cause skin to drag under pressure loading.

" OCCUPANT INJURIES"ii ,}

OCCUPANT

INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

• Abrasions -face

1.Head contact with

• Loss of consciousness

2intruded roof. Roof

Driver, Male, 46y,
• Degloving injury scalp1framing above door

180cm, llOkg

(forehead) andlor Trim around door

(Seatbelt worn)

• Fractured .left zygoma2opening.
• Laceration left eye

1
• Lacerated left ear

1

• Contusion right arm

1

• Fractured epicondyle (right

2

elbow) • Lacerated R arm
2

VEHICLE DAMAGE

Substantial frontal roof crush, main impact on driver's side.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES

Padded, smooth roof lining, including around door opening to prevent contact with underlying
metal framing and structure of roof.

ead contact with
roof framing on trim
and door opening

NRMFAMDM.CDR
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CASE No. R12

INJURY CLASS)"")):VEI:tICCE,D/.:TAILS" ,)

Hospital.

Toyota Landcruiser 4WD, 1985,2 door
with tray.

BA

RV PAS
A= 790 720
B= 10001000
c=
0=

CRASH DI;TAll,.S

Car entered gravel area at side of road. 17 yr old learner driver swerved to avoid going further
and control was lost (Not used to power steering according to driver). Vehicle moved to opposite
side of road, rolling down the side of the road.

VEHICLE DAMAGE '.".' .
Frontal crush over front fender/bonnet. Some roof crush and heavy abrasion. Heavy bending of
vertical framing/load barrier) which is part of the tray.

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT

INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Female, 17y,

• Loss of consciousness2Contact with car interior,
174cm, 73kg.

• # R radius midshaft2seat belt
Seat belt worn.

• # R ulna midshaft2
• # R wrist

2
• Contusion-arm, hip, chest,

1
thorax (back), scalp; face • Laceration L ear

1
Front Passenger, Male

Knee impact with metal
Heavy loading mark on

·Fractured leg. glove compartment
seat belt webbing.

V,I;HICLE DESIG~ COMMENT
Interior of car has exposed metal framing.
Roof sheeting not part of framing - only connected at a few locations - and starting to separate
from framing.
The rear load barrier framing acted as a roll bar and took a lot of the rollover loads away from
the lighter roof framing.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES

Provide interior padding.
Design dash area for knee impact.
Improve roof integrity .

ROAO SURFACE

Load barrier framing of tray
took rollover impact

forces and shielded roof

NRMFAMDM.COR



ROLLOVER CASE R12



ROLLOVER CRASH STUDY CASE No. R24

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Moderate roof buckling/crush on drivers side.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
Pad interior contact surfaces.

Load barriers for remaining in place during a rollover.

DRV PAS
A - 860 890
B = 960 960
c=
D=

VEHICLE DETAILS
Ford Econovan 1986.

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, 18y, 62kg,

.Loss of consciousness- 2Hit head on B-pillar
188cm. (Seat belt).

retrograde amnesiaL. foot caught under clutch.

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
CargOo'barrier behind driver's seat came free - inadequate connection to B-pillar.
Exposed metal framing - no padding
Shelving & load barriers may not be designed for rollovers.

INJURY CLASS

Minor injuries (hospital).

CRASH DETAILS

Proceeding down dirt road and lost control in gravel, front wheels went into a ditch, vehicle
rolled and landed back on wheels.

ROAD SURFACE

---,,--,,--,,--,,--,---,--,,--,,--,,--,,--,---,--,,--,,-

Load barrier fixing
inadequate - came

/, loose during rolloverdue to frame distortion
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CASE No. R25

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Roof intrusion on front passenger side. Front and rear crush.

DRV PA~
A= 750 600
B= 860 700
c- - 
0= 860 830

D C B A

~•.-~---n·
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r
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VEHICL/EtJErAILS···
Toyota Corona wagon 1984.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
Reduce roof crush?

Laminated side glass.
Padding on contact surfaces.

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
Grab handles over passenger seat area - reduce head room and can fracture in impacts.

OCCUPANT INJURIES
OCCUPANT

INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

(H) Driver, Male, 37y,

·Lacerations to R face 1

95kg, 183kg

·LOC (10 sec) retrograde 2
amnesia

·Interior contact· Fractured metacarpal L hand 2

(H) Front Psgr,
• Lacerated frontal scalp1

Female, 38y, 67kg,

• Bruises to shoulder/back1·Impact with grab
163cm

•'Whiplash' -strain to cervical 1handle, roof intrusion
spine • Thoracic spine-facet joint

2

injury (muscle & ligament injury)• Abrasion L hand, L arm
1

Rear Psgr (Drvr side),
• Contusion neck1·Seat belt?

F, 8y, 122cm, 33kg
• Abrasion 3-fingers L hand1·Gravel

• Strained neck
1

Rear Psgr (Psgr side),

·Contusion neck 1·Seat belt?

F, 8y, 122cm, 33kg Rear Psgr (Centre) F,
Nil injuries--

6yr, 136cm, 27kg (All seat belts worn)

INJURY CLASS

Hospital and minor injuries.

CRASH DETAILS

Vehicle had heavily laden roof rack. Vehicle drifted to left, hit gravel, driver over-corrected,
moved over to right, rolled estimated 3 times. Driver may have dozed off.





ROLLOVER CRASHSTUDY CASE No. R26

CRASH DETAILS

Vehicle travelling on a suburban street, clipped roundabout, lost control rolled and impacted a
brick fence (alcohol involvement)

Hospital.

INJURY CLASS VEHICLE DETAILS

Mazda 626 1979,4- door sedan

D C B A

~l~
DRV PAS

A - 720 730
B = 820 850
c=
D=

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Front and rear crush, impact crush at rear right-hand door base. Outwards buckling of B-pillars.
driver found on back seat.

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Male, 42y

• Lacerations L ear1general vehicle interior
(seat belt probably not

• Lac. above L eye1contact
worn)

• LOC (4min), with retrograde2
amnesia •

'Strained' neck (cervical! 1

thoracic spine) • Abrasion R hand
1

Passenger

·uninjured

Inil VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT I

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
nil

B-pillar
buckled
100mm
outward





CASE No. R27

POTENTIALDE$GNCOUNTERMEASURES
Increase roof structure strength.

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
Roof structure has a apparently low load capacity for direct localised loading (eg. from the steel
pole).
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ORV PAS
A= 610 810
B= 650 900
c=
0=

VeHIcLE DErAILS
Nissan Pulsar Vector, 1991, 4d sedan

INJURY CLASS

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Male, 23y, 68kg,

·Contusion R lung 3-impact with intruded
185cm. (seat belt on)

·# clavicle R 2roof/contact with road·
lac. R elbow 2surface· Contusion R shoulder, arm 1·
Loss of Consciousness 2

Front Passenger, M,

·Strained muscles above 1-general interior contacts
40y,83kg,185cm

shoulder blade
(seat belt on)

·R hand abrasions 1· R lower chest bruising. 1

Hospital.

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Damage from rear impact, A-pillar crushed in, substantial roof intrusion arising from impact
against the steel post.

CRASH DETAILS

Vehicle was turning left off the main road into a drive way, and was hit from behind by a
following vehicle, car was flipped over on its side and partially onto its roof, resulting in roof
impact against a steel post.
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ROLLOVER CRASH STUDY CASE No. R29

nil
POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Slight panel damage, bonnet/roof, side doors, windscreen fractured driver's side.

A
B=
c=
0=

D C B A

~
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INJURY CLASS I VEHICLE DETAILSHolden Commodore 1988

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver

.Fractured R tibia 2(was also fractured 6 months
(seat belt on)

previously)

Hospital

CRASH DETAILS

Vehicle on country road, rolled over (on soft ground adjacent to the road) while cornering at an
intersection.

Inil VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT I

ROAD SURFACE



ROLLOVER CASE R29



CASE No. R31

VEHICLE DAMAC3E
Severe roof intrusion -roof down into middle of cabin.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
Strengthen (brace) steel load barrier frame to help act as a rollbar.

DRV PAS
A=

750
B=

-
c=

600
D=
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•.·••...VEHICLE.DETAILS •.
Toyota Hilux, 1987, tray

INJURY CLASSi

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Female, 19y,

·Lacerations R shoulder 1Shoulder hit road

60kg, 167cm

·Abrasions R elbow 1impact with door
(seat belt, possibly)

·Contusion R thigh 1

Hospital

VEHicLE DESIGN COMNiENT
Though the roof was crushed down substantially, space was still left around the driver's seating
position - actual head space was only moderately encroached.
The steel load barrier at the rear of the cabin failed at its connection to the tray, and hence provide
little extra rollover support.

CRAS,.., DETAILS

Vehicle was negotiating large sweeping bend, when driver changed radio and moved onto gravel.
Driver then overcorrected as turning out to avoid post in path. Vehicle then moved to right side of
road into gravel, lost control, rolled, spun on roof, landed on wheels?





ROLL OVER ORASH,STUDY OASE No. R32

Coming around left hand bend, driver looked at speeaomerer, went OntOgravel on len, over
corrected, car rolled in the middle of the road several times and came to rest on its roof.

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Moderate intrusion of drivers side A-pillar, frontal damage, panel damage, skewing of upper
structure.

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Male, 24y, 65kg,

·Concussion 2Contact with road, vehicle
169cm. (seatbelt on)

·Lacerations R forehead 1side (driver braced himself·
Lacerations L cheek 1against the seat as vehicle·
Abrasions R forearm 1rolled)· Contusion R shoulder 1

A
B=
c=
D=

VEHICLE DETAILS
Suzuki Vitara 1992, 2 door soft-top

CRASH DETAILS

INJURY CLASS

Hospital injuries.(minor)

Inil VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT I

Inil POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES I

ROAD SURFACE
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ROLL OVER CASE R32



CASE No. R33

DRV PAS
A- 750 780
B= 850 850
c= - -
0= 790 800

_:::=:::======:.::;~:::;:=~-~~~-~~" " " " " " "

into

VI$HICJ.EOETAILS

Nissan Skyline 1990 4d sedan

CRASH DETAILS

overturned - high speed rollover,

INJURY CLASS

OCCUPANT INJURIES<.,i: '::\\

OCCUPANT

INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Male, 40y,

·Laceration scalp 1-Possible contact with stiff

",90kg, 178cm

·# base of skull 3roof framing above door· Subdural. haemorrhage 4· Lacerations facial 1-possibly from trim around· Penetrating eye injury 1A pillar.· # R arm, 2

POTENTIAL DESIGN COuNTERMEASURES
Provide effective padding on interior contact surfaces.
Laminated side glass.

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
Contact surfaces particularly around door opening! roof framing are stiff and not padded.

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Significant crush over front and rear fender area from roll, slight roof buckling, all windows
broken.

Moved off to
paddock.

Hospital
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'/:.LOVER CRASH STUDY CASE No. Rsd·

CRASH DETAILS

Vehicle went onto soft edge of rural road and rolled along deep muddy drainage trench running
beside roadway.

Hospital
INJURY CLASS VEHICLE DETAILS

Ford Falcon 1992

D C B A

~

DRV PAS
A= 400 500
B= 700 650
C= 500 500
0= - 700

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Extensive roof crush, roof generally crushed down below dash level. Also impacted pole across
boot area.

OCCUPANT iNJURIES

OCCUPANT
SIGNIFICANT INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

driver, F,
Hospitalised- (details not

(seat belt on)
available)

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
headrests/ seat back acted as a support for the roof locally around the seating area, maintaining a
space for the driver.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
(improve roof strength) .
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ROLLOVER CASE R35



fl;etlLoVER CRASH UDY CASE No. R38

B A

DRV IPAS
A=
B= 19001840
c=
D=

VEHICLE DETAILS

Toyota Landcruiser 4WD 1981

INJURY CLASS

Hospital

CRASH DETAILS

Proceeding along straight suburban road, vehicle from opposite direction went to turn right across
drivers path, impact on drivers door, car flipped 2-3 times, landing on roof.

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Roof crushed down below head level. Driver's seat (Recaro) broke free from mounting.

OCCUPANT INJURIES ..

OCCUPANT

INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Female, 22y,

Contusion seat belt

70kg,162cm
-R thorax1

(seat belt on)
-R hip1general interior contacts

-R upper shoulder

1

-L shin, leg, hand

1
-R foot

1

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
Very good seat (Recaro), poorly anchored to floor of vehicle
Roof structure- weak at A pillars
Fibre glass roof-weak in rollovers and poorly connected to roof support framing.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
Substantially improve strength of roof and supporting structure (A, B pillars etc.) & roof and
design. Seat anchorages be suitable for non-standard seat installation.

i ,,,,,-,, '\. '\.

/ J :', ,, ,
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Fibreglass roof partially
separated from framing



ROLLOVERCRASHSTUDY

CRASHES INVOLVING HOSPITALISATION
WITH SERIOUS SPINAL INJURIES

9 CASES

R3 R17
R21 R28
R34 R40
R42 R44

R45



ROLLOVER CRASH STUDY [Non-Rollover] CASENo.R3

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Some 300= roof crush over rear passenger seat appeared to be from loading against tree branch.

I . VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT INIl.

CRASH DETAILS

Non-rollover (perhaps onto side), but with extensive roof crush. Right-hand rear tyre possibly
punctured, causing vehicle to lose control and crash into shrubs and bushes.

300mm MAX
crush at
rear seat

Roof crushed down from
impact with tree branch

---'::::~~~~~~=::=~=~=========::====T-===-===============::.,-------,
- ,-- \ _-- \, ,, ,
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ROAD SURFACE

VEHICLE DETAILS

Mitsubishi Magna 1992 station wagon.

INJURY CLASS

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
INJURIES *AISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver

·Minor injuries -
Front Passenger

·Minor injuries -· Broken ribs -
Rear Psgr (Drvr side)

·"Fractured spine" Contactwithintruded· Deep cut in shoulder. roof/tree.· Minor injuries, concussion. -
Rear Psgr (Pssgr side)

*[Only general injury
descriptions available]

Hospital.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
Nil - difficult (or unrealistic for passenger cars) to design against concentrated, localised loads
directly on roof arising from impact with trees or other similar objects.

Indentationsfrom

tree branches ~
300mm MAX
crush



ROLLOVER CASE R3



Vehicle moved to left side of road for unknown reason. Driver over-corrected and hit culver at

side of road. Vehicle rolled at least once. Driver has no recollection of events.

OCCUPANT

Driver, Male, 23y,
172cm. 72kg.

SIGNIFICANT INJURIES I AIS

Spinal injuries causing paraplegia.
• Loss of consciousness 2
• Anterior sub-luxation C7 2

• Disc space C7~Tl narrowed. 2
• Rupture post margin disc 3
• Small haematoma extending 3

from C5-C7

• Small haemorrhage in cord I 3

SOURCE OF INJURY

Possibly from head contact
with roof/ejection.

(Vehicle not inspected; photos obtained) (Driver normally wears seatbelt - but found ejected.
Father of driver questioned whether seat belt came undone in the crash?)



VEHICLE DAMAGE
Heavy intrusion of A and B-pillar on driver's side. Crush over front fender/bonnet.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
Strengthen A & B pillar to reduce intrusion in rollovers.

CASE No. R21

DRV PAS
A- 400 740
B= 640 900
C = 640 -
D = 900 940

ROAD SURFACE

,,--"'--"'--~" ~ " ~J...~,,, " ~__:\~~::~<--, '" " " " " " " " "A-pillar roof-beam ' ~':?i""'-::::'>----
"snapped through" position Compression loading on

top of head and bending
of spine (inferred)

o C B A
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RiJLLOVER CRASH STUDY

VEHICLE DETAILS

Ford Falcon EB, 11/1992.

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
SIGNIFICANT INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, 22y, 164cm,
Spinal injuries causing paraplegiaLoading from contact with

60kg

·Clinical fracture base of skull 3intruded roof structure

(Seat belt)

·# vertebral body C7 2(refer sketch) resulting in· Ruptured-Tl 2compression loading on· # vertebral body Tl 2head and excess bending of· Contusion L & R orbits 1spine.· Lacerations skull 1· Contusion L & R - shoulders 1

Front Passenger
Slight injuries - minor abrasions--

(seat belt)
on foot.

Rear passenger
Uninjured --

INJURY CLASS

Severe iI\iuries - Paraplegia.

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
Roof structure for this model has been improved by use of void fillers in A & B pillars - however
A-pillar strength inadequate.

CRASH DETAILS

Japanese tourist driving on unmade country road in hire car. Driver lost control on long seeping
bend, went off side of road and rolled after hitting embankment. [3 accidents in same section of
road in past 12 months.]
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No~R28

" """," ,,-,

.,
..-;,//'

/7~:/
/~/

/;;-;":.//,
.•.-:./

...-;-::;-;::.."..:;.•.

..............••.,.::....• " " " '\ ....>---- -- '"--~.::-- ----~ -----<; """"" "
-,~-:::,:-::-.:.:.:.:.:>--- " " "

~":"
\..;'\v\\;.'

" " " " " " <~,
ROAD SURFACE '\'\ ~ __, _--0-

',:, •.<-~"::::::::::~~'"

roof contact and general
interior contact

SOURCE OF INJURY

Loading on head during
rollover & roof crush. Belt
came loose and drivers head

was out of window during
one roll, according to
passenger (husband). Also
stated that saw his wife's
head tilted in extension and
lateral flexion, possibly
during roof crush phase ..

2
2
2
1
3
1
1
1
I
1
2
1
1

space

INJURIES

Quadriplegic:
# C2 -stable

#C6/C7 -displaced, unstable
LOC (lhr) retrograde amn.
Abrasion R side head
L lung contusion
Contusions-R upper arm
Abrasion R shoulder

Abrasion R leg
Contusion R leg
Contusions L leg
Lacerated L knee, ear

Lacerations to scalp (vertex)
Contusion face
Soft tissue damage to back
Laceration R leg

OCCUPANT

Driver, Female, 25y,
44kg,158cm
(seat belt on)

Front Passenger, M,
28y, 70kg, 183 cm (seat

belt worn)

POTENTIAl.iDeS1GNColJNFERMEASURES··......... " -, .. ",- -,-,,-, .", ..

Increase roof strength particularly over A-& B-pillar areas, to reduce deformation
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CASE No. R34

DRV PAS
A= 750 680
B= 900 850
0= - 750
D = - 900

D C B A

~

;;Jle1l[cLE DErrAILSr
Ford Falcon 1986 4d sedan

, OCCUPANT INJUBIES.i',{,·{i{.{.i

OCCUPANT
SIGNIFICANT INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Male
Uninjured

Front Psgr, Female

3 # vertebra
(details unavailable)

INJURY CLASs

Hospital (spinal injuries)

CRASHDETAIt;;s
Vehicle left road, moved to left hand side, hit table-drain, and rolled.

VEHICLE DAMA~E
Panel damage, overall roof crush on passenger side at A-pillar.

Inil VEHICLE DESIGN CP;MMENJ I

Inil POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTEBMEASUBES I



ROLLOVER CASE R34



FE

CASE No. R40

DRV PAS
A= 760 830
B= 860 990
C"" 890 900
D= 920 970

STUDY

~ " " " " " "\"~~-'~"" "'---;'::::<>
ROAD SURFACE ·",_r-=::::::----

VEHICL£DETAILS

Holden Commodore station wagon 1992

OCCUPANT INJURIES
....

OCCUPANT
INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Female, 38y,
quadriplegia Head impact with roof-

57kg, 163cm

·# dislocation C5-C6 2probably door framing/ roof
(seat belt probably)

·# vertebral body C5 2framing.· Contusion forehead I· Lacerations R forehead I· LOC (few seconds) 2· Contusion-R arm, L arm I· Laceration R hand, L hand 1

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
Seatbelt pretensioner
Roof padding

INJURY CLASS

Hospital. Quadriplegic.

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
Roof structure withstood rollover loading fairly well, with low levels of intrusion.

CRASH DETAILS ..

Rural road, driver lost control on gravel shoulder, overcorrected, cut across bitumen road and
struck drainage ditch: witness claimed that the car 'somersaulted' 2 to 3 times.

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Impact on right-hand side, some side sway of cabin, moderate roof crush. driver's window
broken. no signs of loading on seat belt.





potENrIAt.OE$IGrJ.GQttN7!!tfiMg~$WRE$··········
Increase roof strength and lateral load stiffness
Laminated side glass
Padding of interior contact surfaces

ROAD SURFACE " " ,~ " " "~,, /~;:/'"" " " " " " "~ /;;"
~<J~;2:3=:;;;/

SOURCE OF INJURY
roof contact

3

2
2

AIS

structure.

SIGNIFICANT INJURIES

Paralysis
LOC, with retrograde
amnesia
# dislocation C4 (vertebral

body)
# C4 lateral mass

uninjured.Front Passenger, M
(seat belted)

OCCUPANT

Driver, M, 30y, 70kg,
183cm (seat belted)
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FE

OASENo. R44

IE~rcrEA1rl"#rir230 .

D C B A

contact with roof1
1
2
2

minor injuries?

• Contusion L shoulder
• contusion R thigh
• # dislocation at T1
• # dislocation C7

strengthen roof structure
laminate side glass
interior padding

OCCUPANT

Driver, F, 53y, 72kg,
168cm

Front Psgr, M, 62y
78kg,180cm
(seatbelted)

" " " " " " " " " ""', '~-...~"'==,--
ROAD SURFACE """,,_~~~:-~:::~:::'::::-----<-"" " " " " " " "



--------- ...".-- ------------- ------------------------
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ROAD SURFACE

Front and rear
deformation
indicative of
end for end

rollover

\

CASE No. R45

DRV PAS
790 790

6= 900 890
c= 780 730
D= 850 800

Minor roof

damage
ROAD SURFACE

Spinal injuries may have
resulted from driver moving
backwards and head loaded
axially against rear seat

AIS I SOURCE OF INJURY

possibly axial loading from
2 I head impact with rear seat
3
3
I
2
2

INJURIES

Spinal injuries:
• # dislocation C5/ C6
• C6- incomplete
• TI- complete
• Contusion R eyelid
• Laceration to L knee

• Retrograde amnesia

Driver, F, 38y,
(seatbelted)

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
strengthen seat back

VEHICLE. DESIGN COMMENT

Seat back failure during rollover allowed driver to possibly move rear ward





ROLLOVERCRASHSTUDY

CRASHES INVOLVING
MINOR OR NIL INJURIES

9 CASES

R5 R7
R8 R15
R18 - R19

R20
R36 R37



ROLLOVER CRASH STUDY CASE No. R5

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT
Roof structure over A-pillar, windscreen header appears to have a 'low' load capacity.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
Consider increased load capacity at A-pillar windscreen header.

VEHICLE DAMAGE
A-pillar and windscreen header crushed down on passenger side, rear pillar flattened inward.

Approx.
300mm at
windscreen
header

,,,,,'i:
/1

/1, ,
H, I
"

#"_J::
----:.:.:.:.:.:.:::.:.:::.:::.:::.-::::------/

Deformation of windscreen
header area

Minor
deformation
at B-pillar
roof line

VEHICLE DETAILS

Peugeot 504, 1974,4 door sedan.

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
SIGNIFICANT INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver

."Sore head" but uninjured - Hit head on car roof

visit to GP only.

INJURY CLASS

Minor injuries (non-hospital)

CRASH DETAILS

Car was travelling too fast for bend in road - rear of car slid out, driver could not control vehicle,
which rolled off road and landed on roof. (Vehicle speed less than 50kmh. Driver stated that he
had little sleep and was tired.)

NRMFRMDM.CDR
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CASE No. R7

Nil.
POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Passenger side intrusion, otherwise only minor damage.

Nil roof
deformation

150mm crush

__________________ / from side impact,..-. --ArC_
I _:::-- _

VEHICLEJ:>ETAILS\···
Suzuki Hatch 800, 1984, 2 door.

INJURY CLASS

OCCUPANT INJURIES... ....

OCCUPANT
ISIGNIFICANT INJURIES I AIS ISOURCE OF INJURY

Driver
INil.I - I-

Minor injury.

CRASH DETAILS

The Suzuki did not give way at T-intersection and was struck on passenger side. Rolled onto
driver's side.

INil. VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT I

NRMFRMDM.CDA
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900

700

CASE No. R8

DRV IPAS

~--,,--,---,---y--,--,--,--",,-

~ Major crush at rear seat,
minor crush at driver's side

ROAD SURFACE

<:;VEHICL.EPET AII.S

Toyota Seca, 19854 door hatch.

INJURY CLASS

OCCUPANT IN4URIES ..........

OCCUPANT

SIGNIFICANT INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY
Driver

Bruising (not admitted, to-Contact with interior.

hospital).

POTENTIAL DESiGN COUNTERMEASURES

Seat back strength load requirements to be increased.

CRASH DETAILS

Ran off side of road and rolled down slight embankment.

VEHiCLE DAMAGE

Slight roof deformation over driver's area, 150mm crush over passenger side rear pillar. Driver's
seat back ratchet failed - seat back reclined. Driver's seat belt found buckled up.

INil. VEHICLE pESIGN COMMeNT I

150mm crush
ROAD SURFACE ~- 11 --- ~=- - passenger side,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~-~ ~ ~-~-~ ,,,,,,,,

NRMFRMDM.CDR



No~R15

Vehicle on narrow road with soft shoulder (build up of gravel) moved to overtake car in front,
which then pulled further to the right, forcing vehicle onto gravel. Vehicle lost control and rolled,
coming to rest on its roof after hitting fence.

OCCUPANT
Driver

(Seat belt worn)

ROAD SURFACE

DFlV PAS
640 750
900 900
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ROLLOttER CRASH STI!0Y rJASE No. R18

Nil.

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Minor damage, some bucking of roof.

DRV PAS
A= 720 760
B = 870 870
c=
D=

D C B A

~~

Roof sheeting

ROAD SURFACE \ deformed
" " " " " '\' --Z::_- .•..=======::=->-,c_~ __::o... __ "- __ "::>..--:;...-->---- ~-___ .••• .;...;..~.;.._._.;o;._ ..••••.•.;... ,;•.;..__ ••.••••_"" "

VEHICLE DETAILS

Toyota Corona 1977.

INJURY CLASS

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
SIGNIFICANT INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Female, ",20y
Minor injuries (Kept in hospital-

(Seat belt on)
for observation, discharged)

Minor injuries.

CRASH DETAILS

Lost control in gravel shoulder of road, driver over-corrected and vehicle moved sideways along
road, tipped on smal depression (gutter) and ended up on embankment.

INil. VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT I
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CASE No. R19

o C B A

• Seat strength inadequate.

DRV PAS
A- 640 720
B= 840 850
c=
D=

\VEHICI.E .[)!iTAILS\
Mazda 1300, 1975.

INJUJ:WCI.ASS

OCCUPANT INJURIES.......,

OCCUPANT
ISIGNIFICANT INJURIESI AIS ISOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Female, 22y

IMinor injuries (back pain)II Rear impact - seat failure

Minor injuries.

VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Some roof damage - buckling. (Most damage result of rear impact) Drivers seat anchor bracket to
floor failed .

CRASH DETAILS}·

Car was hit from behind and rolled once as wheels were turned to go right. Vehicle landed on
roof.

I POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES. I

Crush from
rear impact7__,f----- ' .

.••.•. 1I(
...--,I II II II I

_~~J
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CRASH DETAILS

Car rolled onto right side after vehicle impact into passenger side.

Uninjured.

......... , .... , .. -., .•........•.•.......•................. - ,..

tASE ..B20 ...... - .." .. ", .. " .. "" , ...." - , " - .. '.

INJURY CLASS I VEHICLE DETAILS
Datsun 200B 1979.

ROLLOVER CRASH STUDY

D C B A

~~

CASE No. R20

DRV PAS
A= 820 820
B= 850 830
c=
D=

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Slight roof denting - car rolled onto side, not roof.

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
ISIGNIFICANT INJURIESI AIS ISOURCE OF INJURY

Driver
IUninjured.II -

INil. VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT I

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
Nil.

,- -----------------I

Side
impact

--------~::::::-.:::---------



ROLL OVER CASE R20
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CASE No. R36

o C B A

VEHICLE DAMAGE ..
Vehicle slid on roof - crushed down on driver's.

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT

SIGNIFICANT INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, F (seatbelt on)

nil

,,--"-"'" "

DRV PAS
A-= 550 700
B= 700 850
c= 650 750
D= 700 900

ROAD SURFACE ~ " " " " " " _>::-:.:<--«" " " " " \\" " ----;:::----

\<~~:~:::::======:=:=::::===:::=:=-.:.:::----

VEt/ICLEDETAILS
Mazda 626 sedan 1981

INJURY CLASS

non injury

Inil VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT I

Inil POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES I

'",~", >--- --
ROAD SURFACE " ,,' ~~ ~.::\ l:=~::_~---," " " " " " " " , -'~c-.:.::::.:::::':'_----
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ROLLOVER CRASH STUDY CASE No. R37

non injury
INJURY CLASS I. VEHICLE bETAILSDaihatsu Charade

CRASH DETAILS ~~

DRV PAS
A= 780 600
B = 830 750
c= -
D = 830 1850

Rolled down embankment onto roof.

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Slight intrusion passenger side

OCCUPANT INJURIES

OCCUPANT
SIGNIFICANT INJURIESAISSOURCE OF INJURY

Driver, Female,
nil

20's.(seatbelt on).

Inil VEHICLE DESIGN COMMENT I

POTENTIAL DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES
nil



--------------- .-----------.---- -----.-

ROLLOv'ER CASE R37
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APPENDIX 2

FEDERAL MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD 216

(FMVSS 216; USA)

ROOF CRUSH RESISTANCE -PASSENGER CARS



MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD NO. 216

Roof Crush Resistance-Passenger Cars

TEST OEVICE LOCATION AND APPLICATION TO THE ROOF

Figure 1

S8.3. Apply force in a downward direction
perpendicular to the lower surface of the test
device at a rate of not more than one-half inch

SlOE VIEW

FORCE

FRONT VIEW

close and lock all doors, and secure any con
vertible top or removable roof structure in place
over the passenger compartment.

S6.2 Orient the test device as shown in Figure
1, so that-

(a) Its longitudinal axis is at a forward
angle (side view) of 50 below the horizontal,
and is parallel to the vertical plane through the
vehicle's longitudinal centerline;

(b) Its lateral axis is at a lateral outboard
angle, in the front view projection, 250 be
low the horizodntal;

(c) Its lower surface is tangent to the sur
face of the vehicle;and

(d) The initial contact point, or center of
the initial contact area, is on the longitudinal
centerline of the lower surface of the test device
and 10 inches from the forwardmost point of
that centerline.

Sl. scope. This standard establishes strength
requirements for the passenger compartment
roof.

S2. Purpose. The purpose of this standard is
to reduce deaths and injuries due to the crushing
of the roof into the passenger compartment in
rollover accidents.

S3. Application. This standard applies to
passenger cars. However, it does not apply to
vehicles that conform to the rollover test require
ments (S5.3) of Standard 208 (5 571.208) by
means that require no action by vehicleoccupants.
It also does not apply to convertibles, except
for optional compliance with the standard as an
alternative to the rollover test requirements in
S5.3 of Standard 208.

54. Requirements. A test device as described
in 85 shall not move more than 5 inches, meas
ured in accordance with 86.4, when it is used to
apply a force of 11/2 times the unloaded vehicle
weight of the vehicle of 5,000 pounds, whichever
is less, to either side or the forward edge of a
vehicle's roof in accordance with the procedures
of 86. Both the left and right front portions of
the vehicle's roof structure shall be capable of
meeting the requirements, but a particular ve
hicle need not meet further requirements after
being tested at one location.

SS. Test Device. The test device is a rigid un
yielding block with its lower surface formed as
a flat rectangle 30 inches x 72 inches.

S6. Test Procedure. Each vehicle shall be
capable of meeting the requirements of 84 when
tested in accordance with the following pro
cedure.

S6.1. Place the sills or the chassis frame of
the vehicle on a rigid horizontal surface, fIx the
vehicle rigidly in position, close all windows,

PART 571; S 216-1



per second until reaching a force of 1112 times
the unloaded vehicle weight of the tested ve
hicle or 5,000 pounds, whichever is less. Com
plete the test within 120 seconds. Guide the
test device so that throughout the test it moves,
without rotation, in a straight line with its lower
surface oriented as specified in 86.2(a) through
86.2(d).

56.4 Measure the distance that the test de
vice moves, i.e., the distance between the original
location of the lower surface of the test device
and its location as the force level specified in
86.3 is reached.

36 F.R. 23299
December 8, 1971
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